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Solar activity and instrument data quality

VISIR Upgrade Science Verification
XXL Survey: First resultsLEGA-C Survey: First data releaseThe MessengerNo. 164  June 2016

Telescopes and Instrumentation

Adaptive Optics Facility Status Report: When First Light
Is Produced Rather Than CapturedRobin Arsenault 1Pierre-Yves Madec1Elise Vernet 1Wolfgang Hackenberg1Domenico Bonaccini Calia1Paolo La Penna1Jrome Paufique1Harald Kuntschner1Jean-Francois Pirard1Marc Sarazin1Pierre Haguenauer 1Norbert Hubin1Ignacio Vera11ESO

First light for the 4 Laser Guide Star
Facility (4LGSF) took place in Paranalon 26 April 2016 with four laser units inoperation for the first time. A combinedtest with the first laser guide star unitand the Ground Layer Adaptive opticsAssisted by Lasers (GRAAL) instrumentin October 2015 demonstrated the wholeacquisition sequence of the AdaptiveOptics Facility (AOF). Many tools that willsupport the operation of the AOF for science observations have meanwhile beenimplemented. GALACSI was grantedProvisional Acceptance in Europe inApril 2016, completing the system testsand qualification in Garching of theadaptive optics modules GRAAL andGALACSI (Ground Atmospheric LayerAdaptive Optics for Spectroscopic Imaging), their real-time computers and thedeformable secondary mirror (DSM).Results of tests both in the laboratoryand on sky are presented. The installation of the DSM and GALACSI will becompleted by early 2017, to be followedby commissioning of all AOF systems.
ESO Project Team:
P. Duhoux, J.-L. Lizon, S. Guisard, P. Lilley, L. Petazzi,P. Hammersley, I. Guidolin, L. Kern, T. Pfrommer,C. Dupuy, R. Guzman, J. Quentin, M. Quattri, R.Holzlhner, D. Popovic, M. Comin, S. McClay, S.Lewis, F. Gago, J. Kolb, A. Jost, J. Argomedo, S.Tordo, R. Donaldson, R. Conzelmann, M. Lelouarn,R. Siebenmorgen, M. Downing, J. Reyes, M. SuarezValles, S. Strbele, S. Oberti, P. Gutierrez Cheetam,M. Kiekebusch, C. Soenke, E. Aller-Carpentier,P. Jolley, J. Vernet, A. Manescau-Hernandez, L.Mehrgan, G. Calderone, A, van Kesteren, G. Chiozzi,H. Sommers, D. Dorigo, T. Bierwirth, J.-P. Kirchbauer,S. Huber, G. Fischer, A. Haimerl, S. Lvque, P.Amico, G. Hubert, S. Brillant, P. Baksai, J. C. Palacio,I. Munoz, E. Fuenteseca
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Chronicle of recent AOF activities
The Adaptive Optics Facility (Arsenault etal., 2010; 2014) is a long-term project onthe Very Large Telescope, Unit 4 (UT4) toprovide the adaptive optics systems forthe two UT4 instruments MUSE (the MultiUnit Spectroscopic Explorer), fed byGALACSI, and the High Acuity Wide fieldK-band Imager (HAWK-I), fed by GRAALwith a four sodium laser guide star system. After years of planning, constructionand testing, with the completion of reviewsfor Provisional Acceptance Europe (PAE)of AOF modules in the course of 2015,activities are now shifting to Paranal.The first laser guide star unit (LGSU#1)was installed and tested on UT4 in 2015,with first light in April 2015, and the threeother units were then completed. TheLGSU#1 commissioning was completedin August 2015 and the unit showedexcellent performance. It confirmed thegood design choices and validated all theinterfaces with UT4. PAE for the 4LGSFsystem was granted at the end of 2015and in January 2016 the three remainingLGSUs were re-integrated in Paranal andinstalled on UT4. On 26 April 2016 firstlight for the 4LGSF took place (see coverimage and Release eso1613) and thecommissioning of the 4LGSF in standalone mode could begin.In the meantime, a two-year-long systemtesting phase was concluded in Garching(February 2016). The adaptive optics (AO)modules GRAAL and GALACSI were
mounted in that order on the ASSIST
(Adaptive Secondary Setup and Instrument Simulator) test bench and tested inrealistic conditions. GRAAL tests werecompleted in early 2015 and GRAALsPAE was granted in April 2015. Then thesystem was prepared for shipment andre-integrated in Paranal in June. This provided a unique opportunity in October2015 to undertake a combined commissioning run with LGSU#1 and GRAAL,allowing many aspects of the acquisitionsequence of the AOF on the telescope tobe debugged and tested under realconditions. This evaluation was veryinstructive and useful to the project andagain validated many design choices.Then the GALACSI module was installedon ASSIST and tests continued. Byautumn 2015, the tests in the MUSE widefield mode configuration were completedand a start could be made with tests ofthe MUSE narrow-field mode. These werecompleted in February 2016 and the PAEfor GALACSI was granted in April.In parallel, many tools required to optimise the operation of the AOF havebeen developed, ranging from new versions of the GuideCam tool and theobserving tool to the delivery of the lasertraffic control software and the completerefurbishment of the astronomical sitemonitor. Most of these tools are nowoperational. The commissioning periodof the AOF itself will ensure a final integration of these tools into the operationalscheme of the AOF. All these tests have
Figure 1. Characterisation of the beam profile
from the optical tubeassembly shown in theGarching cold chamber,after integration with thebeam control diagnosticsystem and the laser.123AZ offset (arcsecond)

Figure 2. Accuracy of the pointing of the laser guide
stars (LGSU#1). The red circle is the requirement. Thefinal performance is better than the requirements by afactor of two, ensuring a short acquisition time forthe AOF and a small overhead with respect to observation without laser guide star. Symbol colour indicates pointing angle from telescope optical axis.
demonstrated full compliance of the AOF
systems with their specification and thedesired performance has been reachedand clearly demonstrated.Throughout the AOF review process,and the system testing and installationsin Paranal, the project has placed strongemphasis on training our Chilean colleagues. Many trips and exchanges tookplace between Garching and Paranal.This spirit of collaboration and enthusiasm will no doubt ensure that the astronomical community receives expert support for the AOF systems and effectivemaintenance and optimisation of its performance will take place.4LGSF highlightsThe 4LGSF subsystem of the AOF hasdemanded a substantial effort in terms ofmanpower, finance and contract supervision. The engineering systems expertisewithin the AOF/4LGSF project has ensuredan efficient overview of the numerousstate-of-the-art components composingthis facility (Hackenberg et al., 2014).There are five key specifications of thelasers that represented real challengesin the early years of the AOF project.These were:1. High power output: 22 watt;
LGS Guider FWHM ( )

ALT offset (arcsecond)

Figure 3. The laser
guide star spot sizeversus the naturalguide star (NGS)image full width halfmaximum (FWHM)measured by thetelescope guider.The two values ofFWHM are plottedseparately.1.60
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2. P ointing accuracy of the laser spot:<5arcseconds peak-to-valley;3. L aser spot size: < 1.35 arcseconds for1-arcsecond seeing (30 from zenith);4. R eturn flux of 5  106 photons m 2 sec 1at the UT4 Nasmyth focus (for averagesodium density of 4  1013 m 2);5. Reliability and robustness.The power figure was reached early inthe development phase and did not represent a major issue for the TOPTICA/MPBconsortium in charge of delivering thefive laser units (four plus one spare). Therobust and simple laser design ensuredthe stable behaviour of the laser outputpower during its development and all thetest phases in Garching, and today at thetelescope. The most impressive demonstration was the reception of the first laserunit in Garching; after unloading from thetruck transport (TOPTICA headquartersare 35 kilometres from Garching), rollingoff into the ESO laboratory, making theconnections and switching on, the powermeter unflinchingly showed a remarkableand stable dead-on 22-watt output! Thisspeaks for the lasers robustness, whichwas always considered an important feature for a system that was to be operatedin an observatory environment. Also thenumerous systems in operation on theAOF require a long mean time betweenfailure in order to fulfil the requirement ofhigh night-time availability.The pointing accuracy was also a difficultrequirement; one must remember thatthe operational optical quality for all4LGSF optics is in the diffraction regime.This demands high optical quality fromthe components, careful alignment, stable
1.20

and rigid systems to maintain alignment
and careful engineering to control thepointing. The system met the specification in the laboratory in Garching with nomargin. At this stage the project decidedto implement a laser pointing camera(Bonaccini Calia et al., 2014), which wouldrelieve this specification somewhat. Thelaser pointing camera is a small unitmounted on the telescope top ring thatidentifies the laser star, determines itsposition with respect to the telescope axisand updates the laser pointing if it is toofar off. This system was delivered by theRome Observatory and its implementationhas been very successful (see Figure 2).The laser spot size is also within specification and is evidence for the stable andexcellent image quality of both the laserbeam control diagnostic system and theoptical telescope assembly. Figure 1shows the characterisation of the beamprofile in the Garching cold chamber afterintegration with the beam control diagnostic system and the laser.In early 2008, when the laser call fortender was launched, the interactionbetween the laser beam and the atomicfine structure of the sodium atomswas not so well understood, strange asthis may seem in hindsight. Coordinatedefforts between the ESO laser and atomicphysics community helped to improvethis situation (Holzlhner et al., 2008;2010; 2012). These efforts have beenlargely successful as the spectral formatprescribed has delivered the desiredoutcome. It was decided to specify to thelaser supplier to inject 20 watts into themain Na D2a line and 10 % of this power
The Messenger 164  June 2016
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Figure 4. Simulation of the expected return flux (for a
simulated laser flux of 16 watt) plotted over the sky.The variation across the hemisphere is due to theinteraction between the beam polarisation and theEarths magnetic field; the maximum occurs towardsthe south magnetic pole. Measured values rangebetween about 10 and 20  10 6 photon m 2 s 1 (laseris actually 22 watt not 16) and follow well the distribution simulated across the hemisphere.
in the Na D2b line. This should prevent the
sodium atoms from recombining in astate where the main NaD2a laserline can no longer excite the atoms. Theresult is an improved return flux.The first on-sky results of return flux arevery encouraging, but the final assessment will only be made after a completeyear of monitoring to cover the full rangeof seasonal variations of the density ofthe atmospheric sodium layer (Figure 4).GRAAL-LGSU#1 combined testsThe GRAAL module (Arsenault et al.,2014; Paufique et al., 2012) serves theHAWK-I imager and provides a groundlayer correction over the 7.5  7.5 arcminute field of view of HAWK-I. It alsoprovides an option called maintenanceand commissioning mode, featuring onaxis natural guide star adaptive optics.This mode allows the 1170 degrees offreedom of the DSM to be fully exploitedand aims at testing and validating thecorrection capability of the mirror.The installation of GRAAL on UT4 tookplace in June 2015 (Figure 6) and thecombined commissioning with LGSU#1in October 2015. Obviously, no adaptiveoptics verification could be done in Octo-
The Messenger 164  June 2016

ber 2015 without the DSM. However,
many loops and offload schemes couldbe tested and the LGSU#1 could beacquired on one wavefront sensor andthe tip-tilt star selection tested. Thisallowed many steps to be executed underreal conditions and offered reassuranceas to the estimated acquisition overhead,which had already been tested onASSIST in Garching. With all the loopsclosing (except the main adaptive opticsloop with the DSM), the overhead wasalways found to be less than four minutes(requirement five minutes). The jitter loopon one laser was closed on this occasion: the jitter mirror in the LGSU#1 wascontrolled by the GRAAL laser guide starwavefront sensor to reduce the tip-tilt ofthe laser spot caused by telescope shake.The pupil alignment on the wavefrontsensor was, however, found to becomedecentred by more than we had predicted. This misalignment arises from acombination of factors including telescope misalignment, but also from theco-rotator (inside GRAAL) and theNasmyth co-rotator. However, simulationsand tests on ASSIST (with GALACSI, seeFigure 7) convinced us that this could behandled by the scheme of regular command matrix updates.The GuideCam tool was used for tip-tiltstar selection, and the laser traffic c ontrolsoftware proved very useful to predictand prevent laser collisions with othertelescope beams. The most frequent collisions were experienced with the Visibleand Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy (VISTA), the VLT Survey Telescope(VST) and the Auxiliary Telescopes (ATs).GALACSI performanceAs for the GRAAL module, the tests ofthe GALACSI module (La Penna et al.,2014) on ASSIST clearly demonstratedthat it fulfils the system specifications.The performance requirements for theGALACSI wide-field mode is to increasethe received energy per pixel by a factorof two, over the 60  60 arcsecondMUSE field of view at 750 nm wavelengthand for 1.1-arcsecond seeing. This isdefined for a given atmospheric refractiveindex structure parameter (Cn2 ) distribution. This parameterisation was assumed
Figure 5. The four laser guide star units mounted on
the UT4 centrepiece with their respective laser andinstrument control cabinets.early on in the GALACSI system simulations and the design concept wasexpected to provide the desired correction. This can clearly be seen in Figure 8.The ASSIST test bench comprises onlythree discrete phase screens to simulatethe continuous distribution of turbulencein the atmosphere. This number of phasescreens and their relative importanceare not fully representative of the specified Cn2 profile. However, when theASSIST distribution was simulated, wecould reproduce the measured values ofensquared energy (dashed line on Figure8) well. This convinced us that on skywith the specified Cn2 profile, theGALACSI module would provide therequired correction. With the specifiedatmosphere, simulations predict a factorof two in improvement in ensquaredenergy (EE) with 55 % turbulence in thefirst 500 metres above ground.These tests were carried out relativelyquickly as they implemented a similaralgorithm to the GRAAL ground layeradaptive optics correction (Arsenault etal., 2013) and little surprise was expected.However, the GALACSIMUSE narrowfield mode involved a new, complex algorithm for laser tomography. The complete

Figure 6. The GRAAL module being handled above
the Nasmyth A platform of UT4 (top left of picture)before being sandwiched between HAWK-I and theNasmyth flange.
definition of the command matrix for this
algorithm was defined by the ESO Adaptive Optics Group and performed beyondexpectations. The main difficulty arosewith the measurement of the Strehl ratiovalues in the visible. The specificationcalled for a Strehl ratio of 5 % (goal 10 %)at 650 nm in a 5-arcsecond field of viewand for 0.6-arcsecond seeing. One shouldnot be misled by such low values ofthe Strehl ratio! This is a true challengefor adaptive optics due to the short wave-
length (visible, 650 nm); it corresponds
to a 77 % Strehl ratio at 2.2 m and startsto approach planet-finder performance ifthe goal value is considered (82 % Strehlratio at 2.2 m).
Figure 7. The GALACSI module mounted on the
ASSIST test bench. A special rig has been producedto interface the IRLOS (InfraRed Low Order Sensor)used for tip-tilt and focus sensing with the MUSEnarrow-field mode.
Despite the challenges, the image
improvement is indeed spectacular (seeFigure 9) and measurements of the Strehlratio confirm this impression. The testsperformed on ASSIST also revealed avery robust algorithm. The correction alsoworked well in worse seeing conditions(using the 1.1-arcsecond seeing simulation) and was found to be stable. Besides,the correction appeared to be robustenough that the control matrix does not
have to be modified when the turbulence
profile evolves, which will certainly simplify operations.
EE gain in 200 mas @ 625 nm
5ASSIST
Octopus
20
4060% of C n2 in first 200 metres
80
100

Figure 8. The evolution
of the correction onASSIST at 625 nm as afunction of the fractionof turbulence in theground layer (first 200metres). The improvement starts getting substantial when more than60 % of the turbulencelies below 200metresaltitude. Good agreement is seen betweenthe simulation (solidline, Octopus) and theASSIST measurements.
Benefits of the system tests
The choices for the design and construction of the ASSIST test bench (Stuik et al.,2012) were initially guided by the needto provide Microgate and ADS (the twocompanies in charge of delivering thenew secondary mirror unit to ESO) with atool allowing the final optical calibrationof the DSM (Arsenault et al., 2013; M anettiet al., 2014 and Briguglio et al., 2014).At the end of the manufacturing process,each DSM capacitive sensor has to beoptically calibrated, and the optical shellflattened to within 7.5 nm root meansquare error. This requires an interferometric setup. Due to the convex shapeof the DSM, this set-up ended up in acumbersome 2 2  3 metre tower madeof a 1.7-metre diameter aspherical primary mirror and a much smaller aspherical secondary mirror (see Figure 10).It was thus decided to add, at the inputof this tower, a simple source simulatorand turbulence generator, and to design
The Messenger 164  June 2016
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Figure 9. Image improvement of GALACSI narrowfield mode. Upper left: Uncorrected image; lowerleft: with correction. The full width half maximumgain and peak intensity improvement is shown above.

a VLT focus simulator to be located at the
output of ASSIST. The complete ASSISTwould then not only be able to achievethe last step of the DSM optical calibration but also to fully characterise GRAALand GALACSI before going to Paranal.The nice optical design was provided byBernard Delabre, and NOVA (University ofLeiden) supplied the system and coveredmost of the costs and effort.More than four months were necessaryto complete the critical optical calibrationof the DSM. During the two years of testson ASSIST, several birth defects in thesubsystems have been identified and corrected. Four months were spent on fixingtwo major failures of the new secondarymirror unit, time much more fruitfully andefficiently spent in the laboratory than onthe telescope!The ASSIST setup with the VLT controlmodel allowed a configuration that wasvery close to that of the final telescope tobe achieved. Therefore, substantial progress could be made on template codingand testing and on the software infrastructure. The complete acquisition sequencecould be tested and optimised. Finally,ASSIST has offered a comfortable workenvironment with calibrated atmospheric
The Messenger 164  June 2016

turbulence, a situation much more stable
and reproducible than on the telescope.The AOF staff who have operated thesystem for these past two years in thelaboratory have gained a superb knowledge and understanding of the system.No doubt unknowns, new issues andproblems will surface once the system isoperating on UT4, but the experiencegained in Garching will prove invaluable insolving these efficiently. A number ofParanal staff have travelled to Garchingand have been using the system to prepare them for the future operation andmaintenance work at the observatory.AOF operation tools and infrastructureAt the instigation of the AOF Scientist,many tools were put in place to optimisethe AOFs operation. Many of them havebeen mentioned already. The GuideCamtool has been developed for GRAAL/HAWK-I to allow tip-tilt natural guide starselection. A similar version with someadditional functionalities is being developed for GALACSI/MUSE as well.The laser traffic control system (Amico etal., 2105) is a piece of software used to
predict optical collisions between the
powerful laser beams of the 4LGSF andthe lines of sight of other telescopeson the mountain. It has been in operationfor two observing periods and we havereceived very positive feedback fromScience Operations in Paranal. A webinterface displays the situation of all thetelescopes on Cerro Paranal and predicts any collision with the AOF lasers.Priority rules are implemented andrecommendations are made to the telescope operator. Alarms are triggeredwhen a collision is imminent. The observing tool has also been updated by implementing a query system to the lasertraffic control system to check whetheran observing block risks a collision. Thiswill serve observers during the nightand help in the preparation and scheduling of observing blocks.The AOF observing mode to select willdepend on atmospheric conditions. Tothis end the astronomical site monitorwent through three major improvements:1. New atmospheric tools have beenimplemented; a multi-aperture scintillation sensor and a differential imagemotion monitor have been installed ona higher structure (7 metres aboveground) so that they are less sensitiveto the near-ground surface layer, whichcan cause a systematically more pessimistic reading of the seeing than thetelescope guider. A new SLOpe Detection And Ranging instrument (SLODAR)has also been Paranalised and integrated into the astronomical site monitor infrastructure.2. T he database to store the readings ofthese new tools has been upgradedto include additional parameters. Thisdatabase is also automatically replicated in Garching.3. Finally, a new display tool has beendeveloped and implemented. Thestandard setup has been chosen tofaithfully replicate the previous lookand feel, so that many users may notyet have noticed the difference. Butthis new display tool is very powerfuland allows any user, through a login,to define his/her own preferred settingand parameters.The astronomical site monitor will providethe turbulence distribution in the atmosphere, which will be a critical criterion for
new instrument at the Cassegrain focus
will follow (ERIS  Enhanced ResolutionImager and Spectrograph), which combines the use of the near-infrared integralfield unit SINFONI and a diffraction-limited camera sensitive up to 5 m. AllUT4 instruments can make use of naturalguide stars as well as up to four laserguide stars for wavefront sensing.For MUSEs wide-field mode, the adaptive optics module GALACSI will concentrate the energy of the point spreadfunction across the field of view, enablingmore occasions with excellent seeingconditions in r egular observing time to beavailable. MUSEs narrow-field modeopens up a new domain with Strehl conditions of > 5 % in the visible (650 nm),which facilitates science cases for verycrowded field integral field spectroscopy,such as for the centres of galaxies andglobular clusters.Figure 10. The GRAAL module on ASSIST with theDSM at the top during system tests in Garching.
observation mode scheduling (Kuntschner
et al., 2012). The simple rule is: Good seeing 0.6 arcseconds and betterimplies GALACSI laser tomographyadaptive optics and MUSE narrow-fieldmode; Worse seeing ~1 arcsecond and strongground layer, 70 % below 500 metres,implies GALACSI ground larger adaptive optics and MUSE wide-field mode; Even worse seeing ~1 arcsecond andstrong and very low ground layer (below300 metres) implies GRAAL/HAWK-I; In all other conditions, seeing-limitedoperation (about 30 % of the time).Science outlookIt is planned to first use the AOF in MUSEwide-field mode for science from mid2017 onward. Other modes such as thenarrow-field mode of MUSE and HAWK-Iground layer adaptive optics will followin 2018. With the adaptive secondary mirror, all foci at UT4 can be provided withturbulence-corrected images, without theaddition of adaptive modules and supplementary optics in front of the instruments. The concept is more far-reachingthan only a deformable secondary mirror,since the instrument park is optimisedto benefit from this upgrade. In 2020 a
HAWK-I with GRAAL is expected to provide about a factor of two improvement
in the occurrence of good J-, H- andK-band images (< 0.4 arcseconds).Improvement is also expected for all seeing conditions, promising almost spacebased observatory quality images in thenear-infrared.Next phases and milestonesTwo main systems remain to be installedon the telescope. In October 2016 therewill be a UT4 shutdown until Decemberto install the new secondary mirror unitwith the deformable secondary mirror.Then, the telescope will be re-validatedin non-adaptive optics mode. In earlyJanuary 2017, the GRAAL maintenanceand commissioning mode will be used tovalidate the adaptive optics correctioncapability of the DSM, while GALACSI willbe re-integrated and installed on UT4.This operation should be completed byMarch 2017.The AOF team will then conduct regularcommissioning runs throughout 2017with the goal of delivering the GALACSIMUSE wide-field mode for ObservingPeriod 100. After this the project will focuson commissioning the GRAAL groundlayer adaptive optics and GALACSI lasertomography adaptive optics modes.ConclusionsThe AOF has completed its activities inGarching and now the focus is shiftingever more to Paranal, completing thestand-alone 4LGSF commissioning andthen moving on to the installation ofthe deformable secondary mirror on UT4in the fourth quarter of this year. Withthis facility in place commissioning ofGALACSI in wide-field mode can start,yielding the first science by mid-2017.HAWK-I/GRAAL narrow-field mode andMUSEs ground layer adaptive optics willfollow in 2018. The suite of instrumentsis accompanied by a full set of operationtools and an upgrade of the astronomicalsite monitor, which will all support efficient operation of the AOF. The currentprogress and laboratory measurementswithin specification of the adaptive opticsmodels for HAWK-I and MUSE establishhigh expectations for the onset of scienceobservations from mid-2017.AcknowledgementsThe AOF project started at ESO in 2006; we thuscelebrate its tenth anniversary this year! We are verygrateful to all the team members who have beendedicated to this project since its beginning and fortheir hard work even in the difficult times of technicalfailures and challenges. Also, a great many peoplehave contributed to the AOF for temporary supportactivities, or a review board panel; they are alsowarmly thanked for their contributions. We also verymuch appreciate all the functional managers andgroup leaders who have been helping to solveresource issues and conflicts during this long effort.The AOF has also greatly benefited from the expertsupport of its industrial partners, and we wish tothank here especially Microgate, ADS Intl., TOPTICA,MPB and SAFRAN Reosc.ReferencesAmico, P. et al. 2015, The Messenger, 162, 19Arsenault, R. et al. 2010, The Messenger, 142, 12Arsenault, R. et al. 2013, The Messenger, 151, 14Arsenault, R. et al. 2013, in AO4ELT Conference 	Adaptive Optics for Extremely Large Telescopes,Florence, Italy, May 2013Arsenault, R. et al. 2014, The Messenger, 156, 2Arsenault, R. et al. 2014, Proc. SPIE, 9148Bonaccini Calia, D. et al. 2014, Proc. SPIE, 9148Briguglio, R. et al. 2014, Proc. SPIE, 9148Hackenberg, W. et al. 2014, Proc. SPIE, 9148Holzlhner, R. et al. 2008, Proc. SPIE, 7015Holzlhner, R. et al. 2010, A&A, 510, A20Holzlhner, R. et al. 2012, Proc. SPIE, 8447Kuntschner, H. et al. 2012, Proc. SPIE, 8448La Penna, P. et al. 2014, Proc. SPIE, 9148Manetti, M. et al. 2014, Proc. SPIE, 9148Paufique, J. et al. 2012, Proc. SPIE, 8447Stuik, R. et al. 2012, Proc. SPIE, 8447
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A Fruitful Collaboration between ESO and the Max Planck
Computing and Data FacilityNathalie Fourniol 1Stefano Zampieri 1Manuel Panea 212ESOMax Planck Computing and DataFacility, Garching, Germany

The ESO Science Archive Facility (SAF),
contains all La Silla Paranal Observatory raw data, as well as, more recentlyintroduced, processed data created atESO with state-of-the-art pipelines orreturned by the astronomical community. The SAF has been established forover 20 years and its current holdingexceeds 700 terabytes. An overview ofthe content of the SAF and the preservation of its content is provided. The latest development to ensure the preservation of the SAF data, provision of anindependent backup copy of the wholeSAF at the Max Planck Computing andData Facility in Garching, is described.The ESO Science Archive FacilityThe SAF is the unique access point toESO data via services that are increasinglyused by the community. The ESO SAFcurrently contains about 700 TB of ESOdata in the form of more than 40 milliondistinct files. About twice this amountof data is actually stored, as a secondcopy of all archived files is present in thesystem. The data from over 20 individualinstruments, spread among the threeESO sites  namely Paranal, La Silla,and APEX  are transferred continuouslyvia the network from Chile to Garching.Ninety per cent of the files reach Garchingin less than 15 minutes. Once saved inthe SAF, these data are then published,in the sense that authorised users candownload them. Projections show thatwith the arrival of the next few instruments, which will generate large amountsof data, the SAF will reach its first petabyte in 2018.The SAF is the one and only access pointto all La Silla Paranal Observatory rawdata and to processed data thereof.Figure1 shows the current web interfaceto the SAF and its collections1. As wellas raw data from the observatory, data
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products are generated either by the
community (Arnaboldi et al., 2014) orproduced in-house (Romaniello et al.,2016a). Recent analysis on downloadsof these data products as well as theraw data have shown that the SAF is avery popular science resource in itself,aggregating a new astronomical community and attracting new registrations tothe user portal at a rate of a couple perday (Romaniello et al., 2016b).In order for this mine of scientific data tobe available to users, the archived dataneed to be preserved. The SAF contentresides in a data centre at ESO wheremachines run continuously (Figure 2). TheESO archive system is based on softwaredeveloped at ESO called NGAS (NextGeneration Archive System; Wicenec etal., 2007), also used by the ALMA Science Archive2. The system uses theRAID5 technology, which ensures dataredundancy. The second copy in the system, produced for any newly archiveddata within the hour, provides additionalredundancy.But this of course is not enough. Toensure data preservation and availability,one must also plan against major disasteror long-lasting disruption, while hopingto never experience such an event. Thatis where the collaboration between ESO
Figure 1. The ESO Science Archive Facility homepage.

and the Max Planck Computing and Data
Facility comes in, where a backup copyof all ESO data now resides.The Max Planck Computing and DataFacilityThe Max Planck Computing and DataFacility (MPCDF, formerly known asRechenzentrum Garching [RZG]) is themain computing centre of the Max PlanckSociety. The MPCDF provides computingand data management services for allMax Planck Institutes across Germanyin many fields of science, including materials and life sciences, theoretical chemistry, polymer research, astrophysics,plasma physics and others.Apart from several mid-range Linux computer clusters, the MPCDF operates asupercomputer, currently an IBM iDataPlex system with Intel Ivy Bridge processors and Nvidia K20X GPUs. In totalthere are about 83 000 cores with a mainmemory of 280 terabytes and a peakperformance of about 2.8 petaflop s 1,making it one of the fastest computers inGermany. In close collaboration withscientists, the MPCDF also develops and
optimises algorithms and programs for
high performance computing.Figure 2. An image ofthe ESO Data Centrewhere the SAF contentresides.

The MPCDF data science team supports
the development and deployment ofdata management solutions for big dataprojects. Large amounts of experimentaldata and data from supercomputer simulations are managed and stored in threetape libraries in two different locations,with a total capacity of about 40 000tapes. One of the libraries is shown in Figure 3. The combined amount of backupand archive data stored at the MPCDFcurrently totals over 50 petabytes, with acurrent growth rate of almost 1.5 petabytes per month.An important requirement of some ofthe stored data is its long-term availability. This is especially true for the humanities because of the irreproducibility ofthe data, for example, scans of valuabledocuments from the Max Planck Institutefor Art History or recordings of endangered human languages from the MaxPlanck Institute for Psycholinguistics.Through redundancy at the logical andat the physical level, the storage of datafor a period of time that surpasses thetypical life-cycle of the hardware andsoftware components employed can beguaranteed, with the goal of keeping thedata forever. Some of the data still storedat MPCDF originated in the early 1980s,almost 40 years ago.Implementation of a collaborationThe possibility of storing a backup copyof the ESO archive at the MPCDF wasfirst discussed between ESO and theMPCDF in November 2012. The agreement signed thereafter by both partiesstipulated that the MPCDF offered tosave a backup copy in their tape libraryof all ESOs archived data. ESO developed in-house an automatic procedurefor transferring the data to the MPCDF.The replication of archived data thenstarted on 7 May 2015 and, as planned,it took eight months to handle the backlog (at that point in time 690 terabytesof data were replicated). As of 20 January2016, the backlog has been cleared, andthe replication process is now operational, meaning that all newly archiveddata are backed up in near real time atthe MPCDF. This process has been working non-stop and flawlessly since then.

Figure 3. One of the tape libraries at Max Planck
Computing and Data Facility (MPCDF) on theG arching Research Campus.Acknowledgements
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Solar Activity-driven Variability of Instrumental
Data QualityChristophe Martayan1Alain Smette 1Reinhard Hanuschik 1Pierre van Der Heyden 1Steffen Mieske 11
Sun lead to a number of consequences
on Earth as listed in Table 1.ESO

The unexplained variability of the data
quality from Very Large Telescopeinstruments and the frequency of powercuts have been investigated. Originsfor the variability in ambient temperature variations, software, data reductionpipelines and internal to hardwarecould be discarded. The most probablecause appears to be correlated withthe e volution of the cosmic ray rate,and also with solar and terrestrial geomagnetic activity. We report on theconsequences of such variability anddescribe how the observatory infrastructure, instruments and data areaffected.ContextWith the improvement over time of detector stability and the increase in frequencyand level of instrument health monitoring,any deviations in quality control parameters due to larger than normal changesin ambient conditions (for example, temperature and air pressure) are now easierto detect. Sometimes, unusual glitchesare registered. Once hardware and software problems have been discardedas the probable cause, a few events stillremain unexplained. Such problems canhave real consequences for data quality.The primary cause for such variability liesin the SunEarth relationship. The solarmaximum occurred around 20122014,although this cycle (24) is characterisedby a low level of activity. Solar activity andgeomagnetic changes induced by the
There are five classes of geomagnetic
storm, from G1 (minor, ~ 1500 per solarcycle of 11 years) to G5 (extreme, 0 to4per solar cycle), as classified by the USNational Oceanic and Atmospheric Service (NOAA1). The consequences ofgeomagnetic storms can range from theappearance of aurorae and disturbancesto migration patterns, to complete blackout of the electrical systems on Earthand failure of satellite electronics. Thelargest recorded geomagnetic superstorm (combination of consecutive severeto extreme storms) that hit the Earthoccurred in 1859 (the Carrington event2)with aurorae down to sub-equatorialregions, although they are usually limitedto the polar circles. The terrestrial apparent magnetic field inverted and someinduced currents caused the telegraph tofail and to deliver electric shocks to operators. More recently, in 1989, a powerblackout occurred in Canada and northernUSA due to strong induced currents generated by another storm, but three timesweaker than the 1859 one.Northern Chile lies in the South AtlanticGeomagnetic Anomaly, where the magnetic field is much lower than everywhereelse on Earth3. As a consequence, thegeomagnetosphere is less effective inprotecting this region from the effects ofcosmic rays and particles coming fromthe Sun. Most satellites crossing thisregion are set in safe mode to protectthem from the higher cosmic ray and particle flux. In addition, it is known that ata defined latitude, higher altitude regionsreceive more cosmic rays. The increaseis also larger for latitudes ranging fromthe equator to  30, including all ESOobservatories; the NOAA World MagneticModel gives details4. Therefore, it is pertinent to ask whether some or all of thetypes of activity listed in Table 1 have animpact on the measured instrument vari-
ability and data quality, as well as in the
dependability of the observatory infrastructure.There are very few cosmic ray/neutronmonitoring stations in the southernhemisphere. They represent less than20 % of the worldwide network coveredby the Neutron Monitor DataBase5. Inaddition, there are no neutron monitoringstations in South America and Africaand others are located in regions with astronger magnetic field. As a consequence we have compared the measurements from the monitoring stations inthe Kerguelen Islands (southern IndianOcean, latitude 49) and Terre Adlie(continental Antarctica) with our data.Cosmic ray monitoring during the minorgeomagnetic storm 45 September 2015The monitoring of the health of the instruments at Paranal Observatory is carriedout daily during morning calibrations.Various parameters6 are obtained concerning the detectors, such as the biasand dark levels, readout noise, etc. However, X-shooter (Vernet et al., 2011) isthe only instrument to specifically monitorthe number of transient events, from thedetector dark exposures with the nearinfrared arm. The level of the dark currentis partially caused by radioactive decaywithin the instrument itself. However, themain cause of variability for the darks iscaused by the impact of particles originating outside the observatory, such asreal cosmic rays. Unfortunately, as forother instruments, the monitoring is onlycarried out once a day, leading to a lowtemporal sampling.However, during the night 45 September 2015, regular sequences of three5-minute darks were specifically executedto determine whether the dark cosmicray rate and readout noise (RON) levelswere affected together. Figure 1 shows
Table 1. Solar and geomagnetic activity and their consequences.
Type of solar/geomagnetic activityConsequences on Earth

Consequences on data and instrument

Solar flare  radiation/proton storm (RS)
Coronal mass ejection (CME)Fast dense coronal solar wind (SW)Magnetic fluctuations (MF)Co-rotating interaction region (CIRC)Aurora, airglowRadio burst and blackoutGeomagnetic stormsVariation of Earths apparent magnetic field including its axisInduced Foucault currents, Forbush effect

Increase/decrease in flux of cosmic rays
10
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Instrumental parameter level variability
Electronics failurePower loss
the comparison of the time evolution
of the relative cosmic ray rate measuredby X-shooter (blue squares) vs. the CRrates from the Kerguelen Islands andTerre-Adlie stations (red and black curvesrespectively, hereafter KERG and TERA).At the beginning of this minor geomagnetic storm (G1 level), all the curvesshow a dip. This paradoxical behaviouris called the Forbush effect (Forbush,1937; 1938). The solar magnetic loops,often extended by the solar matter beyondthe Earth, act like a shield, deviating thecosmic rays. As these are mostly of extraSolar System origin, this effect causesa decrease in the CR rate. However, inthis event, a fast, dense solar windbrought protons (green curve in Figure 1)that reached the Earth, generating thegeomagnetic storm.A linear regression between the X-shooterCR rate and those of KERG and TERAindicates a strong correlation, with aPearson coefficient larger than 45.7RGNNSDQ*DQFTDKDM3DQQD CKHD/QNSNMkTW
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The follow-up of this event with X-shooter
illustrated its capability to serve as a CRrate-monitoring instrument. This monitoring can be carried out at almost no costduring the day and at night, when theinstrument is not being used for calibrations or scientific observations, withoutdisturbing operations.Impact of solar and geomagnetic activityon X-shooter dark exposuresOne can also ask whether the instruments and their subsystems can be26&,%

affected by other geomagnetic and/or
solar events besides cosmic rays. Beforeinvestigating this question a few considerations are necessary. Firstly, it shouldbe noted that the dark current rate ofthe X-shooter near-infrared arm shows areproducible and slow increase overseveral months following each thermalcycle that is not understood. The samebehaviour is also noticeable in other nearinfrared instruments like the High AcuityWide field K-band Imager (HAWK-I).Therefore, in order to better assess theimpact of the local variations related toastronomical events in the X-shooter dark26&,%&
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Figure 1. Relative evolution of the cosmic ray rate
during the minor geomagnetic storm of 45 September 2015. The x-axis gives the Modified Julian Day(time) and the y-axis corresponds to the relative CRrates. The X-shooter (blue squares), KerguelenIslands (red), Terre-Adlie (black) CR rates all showfirst a decrease then a return to the normal level oncethe solar wind intensity is back to normal (Forbusheffect). The density of protons carried out by the fastdense solar wind, which causes the storm, is shownin green.m
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Figure 2. X-shooternormalised near-infrareddetector dark level afterremoval of the long-termtrend (blue points andline). The 2, 3 and 4standard deviations areshown with horizontallines. The events atmore than 3 are annotated with a possibleexplanation: CME:c oronal mass ejection;CRIR: co-rotating interaction region; Gx: geomagnetic storm of classx (1 to 5); MF: magneticfluctuation; RS: radiationand proton storm; SSBC:solar sector boundarycrossing; SW: fast densesolar coronal wind.
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Figure 3. Temporal evolution of a few instrumental
parameters (X-shooter VIS readout noise, KMOSmedian dark, GIRAFFE readout noise, HAWK-Imedian dark and readout noise) which correlate,over the period 30 October to 12 November 2015.
level, this slow long-term trend was
removed. Secondly, the median andstandard deviation () of the dark rate arecomputed and frames showing absolutedeviations larger than 3 are visuallyexamined. The dark level and its glitchesover the period 19 November 2014 to29 November 2015 are shown in Figure2.At the epochs of the noted events indicated on Figure 2, all instrumental andpipeline problems, as well as variations inambient temperature, can be discardedas the probable cause. Manual inspection of the individual frames showed confirmatory evidence of frames deviatingfrom the normal.We found that 94 % of the deviatingX-shooter dark levels can be matched tospecific geomagnetic or solar activity,as recorded7. Only one event in this oneyear period remains unexplained. Theprobability of a random temporal coincidence between dark glitches and solarevents would be 1 % (for example, nonrandom correlation of more than 3).Sometimes, aurorae and geomagneticstorms can happen even without obviousregistered phenomena. Often, events likea CME apparently decrease the dark level(even if it is difficult to explain). Others,such as the magnetic fluctuation of thegeomagnetosphere (crack), or recouplingwith the solar magnetosphere, usuallylead to an increase in the dark level. Insome cases, it is difficult to concludewhether there is a positive or negativeeffect of the solar event on the data quality, as the dark level can increase ordecrease. This is especially true if there isa combination of events including CME,SW, etc.However, as already mentioned, thetemporal sampling of X-shooter nearinfrared darks is usually too low, meaningthat the calibrations must be taken at thetime of the event in order to record it. Theduration of the events range from a fewminutes to several days. In most cases,because no calibrations were takenduring the event, the sampled dark curveremains unaffected, while it would have12
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probably shown a glitch at the time of the
event occurrence. Despite this limitation,one can recognise an event representingthe Forbush effect, as shown in Figure 1,visible in Figure 2 at MJD ~57270. Duringthis event, there is a moderate to strong(2.53) correlation of the near-infrareddark level, and also of the X-shooterultra-violetblue (UVB) and visible (VIS)detector bias levels and the UVB and VISreadout noise, with the Kerguelen/TerreAdlie and X-shooter near-infrared CRrates.Impact of solar and geomagnetic activityon the Paranal instruments and dataqualitySince X-shooter darks show a responseto solar and geomagnetic activity, it isjustifiable to ask whether other Paranalinstruments might react as well. Twostrong limitations are apparent: the firstis the infrequent temporal sampling,the second the lack of simultaneity of thecalibration for a particular instrumentwith the reference data of X-shooter dark/CR and the Kerguelen/Terre Adlie CRrecord. Despite these difficulties, wechose the time interval from 30 October


to 12 November 2015. During this period,
several CMEs and geomagnetic stormsG1 to G2 occurred, but there was also aquiet time.Over this period, a search for a correlation between various detector parametersand the X-shooter or Kerguelen/TerreAdlie CR rates was carried out. On average, three parameters (among thembad pixel number, pattern noise, biasor dark level, readout noise) per instrument were examined. The instrumentsthat were tested are: FORS2, KMOS,GIRAFFE, X-shooter (UVB/VIS arms),VISIR, SINFONI, HAWK-I, VIRCAM andOMEGACAM. They were chosen becauseat least one is located at each of the VLTUnit Telescopes and the VLT survey telescopes. As an example, a comparisonof the temporal relative evolution of a fewparameters from four instruments showing a similar trend is displayed in Figure 3.Linear regressions between the choseninstrumental parameters and the CRvalues were carried out. The regressionand Pearson coefficients were computed.To define whether the instrumental quantity correlates with the CR, values of thePearson coefficient of more than 2 andTable 2. Correlation of instrument parameter values with evolution of the X-shooter or KERG/TERA CR rates.Type of CR monitoring

Fraction of instrument parameters
with correlation > 2 (%)
Fraction of instruments with correlation at:
 2X-shooter
54
6/9
2/9
KERG/TERA
60
6/9
3/9

3 were considered. During the events,
instrumental parameter variations of lessthan 1 % (no change) to 155 % were found.The main results are given in Table 2.Slightly more than half of the testedparameters per instrument apparentlyvary with the CR evolution as indicatedby the percentages in Table 2 column 2.Not only is the number of bad pixelsaffected, but also the dark/bias leveland/or the readout noise. In Table 2columns 3 and 4, the correlation of theparameter variation with the CR evolutionis given. It is better than 2 in two thirdsof the instruments and better than 3in the remaining one third of the cases.These results indicate that all the testedinstruments seem to be impacted insome way by geomagnetic and solaractivity. It is also worth mentioning thatsome simultaneous disturbance inseveral instruments located on differenttelescopes occurred, pointing to a common origin. Other more sophisticatedstatistical methods seem to confirm thecorrelations.The temporal coverage and the samplesused are still quite small. Ideally, obtaining better sampling would improve thesignificance, but this is difficult to reconcile with normal Paranal operations. However, geomagnetic activity cannot beblamed for all variations or glitches thatoccur. In all cases, severely affected calibrations are stored in the archive (but arenot generally available) and the calibrationdata are retaken. Such events can occurduring both daytime and nighttime butmonitoring activity is generally confinedto the daytime, so occurrences at nightmay be missed. However, one mighttake advantage of the Forbush effect(decrease in cosmic rays) to observe faintobjects and avoid the magnetic fluctuation events (increase in readout noise) asoften as possible.
problems and some protective systems
will mistakenly trip out key assets fromthe grid, inducing pipeline currents, etc.,according to NOAA1. In particular, thesolstice G4+G4 superstorm (2223 June2015) and the Halloween G5+G5 superstorm (2930 October 2003) generatedpower cuts in Sweden, possibly alsoin Argentina, induced currents in variouscountries, aurorae in tropical areas,magnetic declination fluctuations reaching 20degrees, etc.At Paranal, power cuts occurred insome areas at the times of these storms,damaging hardware, including on thetelescope platform and systems understabilised current control. No other specific reason could be found for thesepower cuts. Generally, the main electricalsystems destroyed during these powerfulgeomagnetic storms are the transformers, breakers, etc. This is exactly whathappened at Paranal. A correlationbetween power cuts and superstormscorresponds to a random probability of~0.0005 %, which is highly unlikely. Inaddition to monitoring solar and geomagnetic activity, preventive and corrective actions to be taken when a newsuperstorm occurs have been defined.Prospects
Other impacts on the observatory infrastructure

Paranal instruments, being highly sensitive, are affected by external disturbances,
such as solar and geomagnetic events.In some cases, the data quality benefitsfrom them, but not always and it couldbe strongly and negatively impacted.When several solar events occur simultaneously, their consequences on the dayto-day functioning of the observatory, theinstrument health and data quality aredifficult to predict. X-shooter appears tobe able to follow, with adequate temporalsampling, the evolution of the cosmicray rate and some of the solar and geomagnetic events. Such monitoring couldbe harnessed to provide added value tothe community.
Beyond the effect on the data quality
and health of Paranal instruments, solarand geomagnetic activity can also disturb operations in another way. Severe/extreme storms are known to generatepossible widespread voltage control
The Sun should now evolve towards the
quiet phase of its unusual cycle number24 and that will help in improving thestability of the instruments and their data.Fortunately, because the South AtlanticMagnetic Anomaly is drifting eastwards
with time, in almost a century Chile
should be free from its effects.AcknowledgementsKerguelen Islands and Terre Adlie neutron monitordata were kindly provided by the French Polar Institute (IPEV, Brest) and by the Paris Observatory.The results presented in this paper rely on datac ollected at the Argentine Islands (AkademikVernadsky base), Antarctic; Isla de Pascua Mataveri(Easter Island), Chile; Trelew, Argentina; and Portaux-Francais, Kerguelen Islands, France. We thankthe National Antarctic Scientific Center of Ukraine(NASC), the Direccin Meteorolgica de Chile(DMC), the Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris(IPGP), Universidad Nacional de La Plata (UNLP),Royal Meteorological Institute of Belgium (RMIB)and the cole et Observatoire des Sciences de laTerre (EOST), for supporting their operation andINTERMAGNET8 for promoting high standards ofmagnetic observatory practice.ReferencesForbush, S. E. 1937, PhRv, 51, 1108Forbush, S. E. 1938, PhRv, 54, 975Vernet, J. et al. 2011, A&A, 536A, 105Links1
 OAA Space Weather Scales:
Nhttp://www.swpc.noaa.gov/sites/default/files/images/NOAAscales.pdf2Super solar flares and the Carrington event:http://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-atnasa/2008/06may_carringtonflare/3Chulliat, A. S. et al., 2014. doi: 10.7289/V5TH8JNW4World Magnetic Model:https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag/WMM/data/WMM2015/WMM2015_F_MERC.pdf5N eutron Monitor DataBase: http://www.nmdb.eu/6ESO Quality control and data processing group:http://www.eso.org/observing/dfo/quality/7Log of space weather:http://www.spaceweather.com/8INTERMAGNET: http://www.intermagnet.org
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Science Verification for the VISIR Upgrade
ESOINAF  Osservatorio Astronomico diPadova, Italy3L aboratoire AIM, CEA/DSM  CNRS Universit Paris Diderot, IRFU/SAp,Gif sur Yvette, France2

The Very Large Telescope spectrometer
and imager for the mid-infrared (VISIR)was upgraded in 2015 with new detectors and several new modes wereadded. Science Verification (SV) is carried out for new ESO instruments as wellas for substantial upgrades to existinginstruments. Sparse aperture maskingand coronagraphy in the mid infraredhave now been added to VISIRs capabilities and during SV these new observational modes, together with therecommissioned burst mode, were usedto demonstrate the observational capabilities of the instrument. The SV processfor VISIR is briefly described and someresults from the successful observationsare presented. All SV data are publiclyavailable.The VISIR upgrade project (Kufl et al.,2015) replaced the N-band low-resolutiongrating by a prism, the old detectors bynew AQUARIUS (1024  1024 pixel)detectors, and added to the high spatialresolution capabilities by deploying coronagraphic and sparse aperture maskingmodes. In addition, support is now provided for monitoring of the precipitablewater vapour integrated column throughthe atmosphere to enable the best midinfrared observing conditions to beselected. The VISIR burst mode, whichenables very high time resolution sampling, was recommissioned shortly beforethe Science Verification run.Observations

The call for VISIR upgrade Science
Verification proposals was issued1 on15 November 2015 and advertisedthrough the ESO Science Newsletter 2on 18 November. Thirty-five proposalshad been received by the deadline on15December 2015. The VISIR upgradeSV team evaluated all the proposals.Two SV proposals that requested thesame targets and observing modes asPeriod97 programmes were rejected.A few other programmes requestinginstrument modes that were not part ofthe upgrade were also rejected. Thecut-off line was defined at 44 hours ofallocated time, which meant that 22 programmes could receive an allocation.All PIs were informed of the outcome ofthe selection on 27 January 2016 andthe Phase 2 material was submitted byall successful PIs by 12 February 2016.
The VISIR upgrade Science Verification
took place on VLT Unit Telescope 3 inFebruary and March 2016. Originally,the nights from 23 to 27 February 2016were scheduled, but as these SV nightswere very strongly affected by adverseatmospheric conditions, three half nightsfrom 19 to 21 March were added. The 22observing programmes selected requireda total of 43.6 hours of telescope time.Of these programmes, 12 were fully completed and another six received partialdata. Only four programmes could not beobserved at all. The instrument workedwithout major fault and no substantialloss for technical reasons was recorded.A wide range of science topics were allocated time. They included the imagingof Solar System objects (including thecompanions of asteroids), exoplanetarysystems, protoplanetary and debris discsaround young stars, the environments ofevolved stars and nearby active galacticnuclei (AGN).Precipitable water vapour (mm H 2O)

Proposal solicitation and submission
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Figure 1. The precipitable water vapour record from
the LHATPRO radiometer over the two runs of VISIRSV in February and March 2016.17.5

2327 Feb 2016
15.012.510.07.55.0SV run 1
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1921 March 2016
15.012.5SV run 2
10.07.55.02.50.0
14

The conditions during the first run of SV
nights were extremely poor. Out of thefour nights 1.5 nights were lost to badweather with the telescopes closed. Theremaining time suffered from high humidity in the atmosphere above Paranal.During the 2.7 nights when the telescopewas open, the precipitable water vapour,as measured by the dedicated LHATPRO20.0Precipitable water vapour (mm H 2O)
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radiometer installed on Paranal as part
of the VISIR upgrade project (Kerberet al., 2015) never dropped below 4 mm,with an average around 10 mm. Figure1(upper panel) shows the log of the precipitable water vapour measurementsspanning the time of the SV observations.For comparison, median precipitablewater vapour conditions on Paranal arearound 2.4 mm (Kerber et al., 2014).Technically, most of the SV run wasunsuitable for mid-infrared observations.
Figure 2. The southern
hemisphere of Jupiterimaged with VISIR in theM-band utilising burstmode.Given this unsuccessful run, ESO allocated another three half nights between19 and 21 March 2016 to recover someof the SV observations. This secondrun was much more successful (see Figure1, lower panel) and yielded data fora majority of the SV programmes. Thesedata are of excellent quality and in almostall cases we were able to obtain uniquehigh-contrast observations. All new VISIRmodes were used during SV and workedas expected. A few minor technical problems were uncovered, which were remedied for regular operations, starting withPeriod 97 (1 April30 September 2016).

scope, allowing us to probe deeper into
Jupiters atmosphere than was possiblewith any other instrument. The VISIRimages will also be used by the proposing team to select regions of interestfor closer scrutiny by the Juno missiononce it arrives at Jupiter in late 2016.The sparse aperture masking modewas used to image the massive youngstellar object NGC 3603 IRS9A, complementing VLT NAOSCONICA sparseaperture masking data in the Ks- andL-bands (Sanchez-Bermudez et al., 2016).
VISIR observations of Jupiter were
obtained in burst mode. Figure 2 showsthe southern hemisphere of Jupiter inthe M-band (4.8 m). This is the firstM-band image of Jupiters springtimehemisphere from an 8-metre-class tele-6FLHQFHWDUJHW
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A few first results
QBRDBNMC
The VISIR upgrade SV web page3 contains direct links to the raw data. A newversion of the VISIR data reduction pipeline was released and now supportsbasic reduction for all the new modestested during SV, except for sparseaperture masking. The pipeline can beaccessed through the SV upgrade webpage3 or via the VLT pipelines page4.
QBRDBNMC

All raw data have been archived and
are publicly available. The automatic dataprocessing and transfer worked well,considering the high data rates producedby the new modes of VISIR, especiallythe burst mode, which yields up to200GB/hour worth of data.
Joel Sanchez (MPIA)

Archive and data processing

Figure3 shows the interferograms at
10.5m of NGC3603 IRS9A (left upper)and the calibrator star HD96918 (leftlower). The fuzzier appearance ofNGC3603 IRS9A with respect to the calibrator star demonstrates that the sciencetarget is clearly resolved at the baselinescorresponding to the sub-apertures ofthe sparse aperture mask. The right panels show the spatial Fourier transform ofthe interferogram which can, in a secondprocessing step, be converted to visibility. In comparison to the calibrator, thedisappearance of visibility at the highest(MSDQEDQNFQ@L%3
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Figure 3. Interferogramsat 10.5 m from VISIRsparse aperture masking of NGC 3603 IRS9A(left upper) and the calibrator star HD 96918(left lower). The righthand panels show theFourier transform (FT) ofthe interferograms ofboth target (upper) andcalibrator (lower), wherethe asymmetry of theenvelope of NGC 3603IRS9A is apparent.
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Asmus D. et al., Science Verification for the VISIR Upgrade

Figure 4. The mid-infrared extended dust emission
around the WolfRayet star WR104 is revealed bythe VISIR coronagraphic annular groove mask.
Figure 6. VISIR burst mode image of the close
v icinity of the Circinus AGN taken with the PAH2_2narrow filter.
spatial frequency is a measure of the
spatial extent of the object. The goal ofthe observations is to constrain the position angle of the presumed bipolar cavities and the morphology of the outerenvelope surrounding the central source.A preliminary analysis shows that thetarget has an angular size of at least~450 milliarcseconds, which is consistent with the size of the 11.7 m envelopereported by Vehoff et al. (2010) and bySanchez-Bermudez et al. (2016) at lowerwavelengths. With an angular resolutionof /2D, where D is the maximum diameter of the sparse aperture mask, anda robust calibration in the closure phases,the new sparse aperture masking modeof VISIR is the only technique that enables the different contributions to theNGC3603 IRS9A morphology at the halfarcsecond angular scale to be disentangled in the mid infrared.
AGN torus and situated in the polar
region, on scales of a few parsec fromthe centre. The image shown in Figure6was obtained using the PAH2_2 filterat ~12m. It is dominated by the brightcentral point-like source, which is responsible for the Airy rings, illustrating thesuperb image quality that VISIR reachesin burst mode. The unresolved emissioncomes from warm dust surroundingthe AGN. Owing to the excellent imagequality, an extended, bar-like structurebecomes nicely visible. This emissiontraces dust along the edge of the ionisation cone on scales of tens of parsecs,well outside the expected AGN torus.
The WolfRayet star WR104 is carbonrich and classified as a late WC-type. It
shows an inner structure indicative ofa binary system and an infrared excesspresumably arising from warm and hotdust components. WR104 was observedat 12.4 m with the new annular groovephase mask coronagraph to detect theextended dust surrounding the centralstar. Figure 4 shows the outer structurewith the central star light blocked behindthe coronagraphic mask. An attenuationof the light of the central star by a factorof 42 is achieved by the coronagraph.16
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Figure 5. Demonstration of the AGPM coronagraph
on the visual binary star  Oph (HR6378) with thebroad 12.4 m filter. The upper image shows thebinary without the annular groove phase mask, andthe lower image with the coronagraph occulting theleft-hand star.
A further example of an observation with
the coronagraphic annular groove maskis shown in Figure 5. This observationshows the binary star  Oph (HR 6378)with and without the mask inserted. In theright image with the mask inserted, thecancellation of the star beneath the maskis excellent. These observations weretaken during commissioning of the annular groove phase mask in January 2016.Circinus is one of the nearest galaxies tothe Milky Way with an active nucleus.It is hidden behind the Galactic Planeand oriented almost edge-on, so that itsnucleus can be observed best in theinfrared. The goal of the VISIR burstmode observations was to investigate apossible emission of dust outside theReferencesKufl, H. U. et al. 2015, The Messenger, 159, 15Kerber, F. et al. 2014, MNRAS, 439, 247Kerber, F., Querel, R. R. & Neureiter, B. 2015,	 J. Phys., Conf. Ser., 595, 012017Sanchez-Bermudez, J. et al. 2016, A&A, 588, A117Vehoff, S. et al. 2010, A&A, 520, 78Links1

Call for VISIR upgrade SV proposals:
http://www.eso.org/sci/publications/announcements/sciann15081.html2ESO Science Newsletter November 2015:http://www.eso.org/sci/publications/newsletter/nov2015.html3V ISIR upgrade SV page: http://www.eso.org/sci/activities/vltsv/visir-upgrade.html4V LT instrument pipelines: http://www.eso.org/sci/software/pipelines/Astronomical ScienceFORS2 image of the Galactic star-forming regionRCW 34 (also catalogued as Gum 19). This colourcomposite, formed from images in broadbandfilters (B, V, R) and a narrowband H filter, emphasises the diffuse emission ionised by the centralO-type star. This young region also has many lowmass stars in the process of emerging from theparental molecular cloud. See Release eso1521for details.
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A Stellar Census in NGC 6397 with MUSE
Sebastian Kamann1Tim-Oliver Husser 1Martin Wendt 2, 3Roland Bacon 4Jarle Brinchmann 5, 6Stefan Dreizler 1Eric Emsellem 7, 4Davor Krajnovi 3Ana Monreal-Ibero 8Martin M. Roth 3Peter M. Weilbacher 3Lutz Wisotzki 31

Institut fr Astrophysik, Universitt
Gttingen, Germany2Institut fr Physik und Astronomie,Universitt Potsdam, Germany3Leibniz-Institut fr Astrophysik (AIP),Potsdam, Germany4CRAL, Observatoire de Lyon, SaintGenis Laval, France5Sterrewacht Leiden, Universiteit Leiden,the Netherlands6Instituto de Astrofsica e Cincias doEspao, Universidade do Porto, Portugal7ESO8GEPI, Observatoire de Paris, PSLResearch University, CNRS, UniversitParis Diderot, Sorbonne Paris Cit,Meudon, FranceThe new and powerful integral-fieldspectrograph on the VLT, the MultiUnit Spectroscopic Explorer (MUSE),was designed to search for distantgalaxies to an unprecedented depth,but it is also capable of opening newscience windows on the Galaxy. Todemonstrate this capability, the globular cluster NGC6397 was observedduring the commissioning of MUSE inAugust 2014. We outline how the analysis of this unique dataset allowed usto assemble the largest spectroscopicsample of stars in a globular clusterto date. We also highlight the scientificapplications that benefit from suchMUSE data.MUSE (Bacon et al., 2012) is an opticalintegral-field spectrograph that observesa continuous field of view of 1 by 1 arcminute on the sky, sampled at a spatialresolution of 0.2 arcseconds. The instrument splits the field of view into 24 slices,each feeding a different spectrograph.18
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The spectrographs operate at a medium
resolution, R, of 17003500, which allowsfor the inclusion of a large wavelengthrange, 4800  to 9300 , in a s ingleexposure. The data reduction processwhich transforms the 24 raw CCD imagesinto a three-dimensional datacube is quitecomplex and summarised in Weilbacheret al. (2012). A fully reduced cube contains about 300  300 spaxels (spatialelements), which each consist of about3600 spectral elements.MUSEs design as a true spectrophotometric instrument with the capability toobserve several thousand stars simultaneously makes it a very powerful tool forthe investigation of stellar fields. Thereare two reasons for the large multiplexingfactor. First, the number of spaxels ismuch higher than for any other existingintegral-field spectrograph. Second, thecontinuous spatial coverage at a sampling below the atmospheric seeingallows techniques to disentangle the light
Figure 1. VRI colour image created from the MUSE
mosaic of NGC 6397. The image is 5  5 arcminutesin size and consists of 23 individual MUSE pointings.The images have been corrected for varying background levels.
contributions of blended stars to be
used. Such techniques are of crucialimportance, especially in crowded stellarfields such as the central regions ofglobular clusters, and will be describedin more detail below.The globular cluster NGC6397 is, at adistance of ~ 2.3 kpc, one of the closestGalactic globular clusters. It has a massof about 105 MA and its metallicity of[Fe/H] = 2 is low, even when comparedto other Galactic globular clusters (Harriset al., 1996). The central 5  5 arcminuteregion of NGC6397 was observed duringthe third MUSE commissioning run (seeBacon et al., 2014) by means of a mosaicof 23 pointings (with two outer pointingsmissing due to constraints on the commissioning activities). The total mapped@",#
A'23


Figure 2. Example of the successful extraction of stellar spectra
from MUSE data. Panel (a) showsa colourmagnitude diagram ofNGC 6397 p lotted with HubbleSpace Telescope (HST) photometry from Anderson et al. (2008).As can be seen in panels (b) and(c), the two stars highlighted in redand blue appear strongly blendedin the MUSE data and even in anHST image. Nevertheless, theextracted spectrum of the bluestar shows the broad Paschenbands that are characteristic ofhot horizontal branch stars and thered star shows the strong c alciumtriplet typical for spectra of redgiant stars.B,42$
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area is shown as a colour image made
from the MUSE data in Figure 1. Theobservations of the central 3  3 pointings benefited from very good seeing(~0.6 arcseconds), whereas the seeingwas higher (~1.0 arcsecond) during theobservations of the outer fields. Furtherdetails about the data collection andprocessing are presented in Husser et al.(2016).
domain of integral-field spectroscopy and
uses the point spread function (PSF) ofthe observations to deblend the spectraof nearby stars. We designed the software package PampelMuse, which wesuccessfully used to analyse the MUSEdata of NGC 6397, around this concept.Figure 2 shows that even for stars separated by only 0.2 arcseconds, i.e., aboutone third of the width of the seeing,uncontaminated spectra can be extracted.Extraction of spectra

As described in detail in Husser et al.
(2016), we could extract 18 932 spectrafor 12 307 stars from the full MUSEmosaic of NGC 6397, making this thelargest spectroscopic sample obtainedso far in any globular cluster. The spectracover a large range of spectral typesand reach down to a magnitude of aboutV = 19, several magnitudes below themain sequence turn-off of NGC 6397.The spectra are made available online1.
Figure 1 gives a good impression of the
typical stellar crowding in the centralregions of globular clusters, which canpose a severe limitation for spectroscopicobservations. For example, in a multiobject spectrograph, a fibre is placed onthe image of every star of interest. However, near the centre of a globular clusterevery such fibre will also collect a fraction of light from the stars close neighbours, leading to a contamination of theobserved spectrum. In Kamann et al.(2013), we introduced the concept ofcrowded-field 3D spectroscopy to overcome this issue. It represents a continuation of optimal extraction algorithmsdeveloped for imaging data (such asDAOPHOT, Stetson [1987]) into theSpectral analysisThe analysis of the extracted spectra isa multi-step process that starts withestimating stellar parameters from photometry obtained with the Hubble SpaceTelescope (see small inset in Figure 4).


We compare the brightness and colour
of each observed star with an isochronethat matches the colourmagnitudediagram (CMD) of the cluster, yielding aneffective temperature and a surfacegravity. Using these parameters, a synthetic spectrum is created and used asa template for a cross correlation withthe observation in order to derive a radialvelocity.The actual analysis is performed via aLevenbergMarquardt optimisation thatfinds the best matching template in agrid of synthetic stellar spectra, using thepreviously determined values as initialguesses. As a result, we obtain stellarparameters like effective temperature,metallicity and -element abundance, aswell as a radial velocity. The surface gravity is currently fixed to the one derivedfrom photometry.A basic principle for all our analyses isnever to alter the observed spectra,since every operation, such as re-binningor normalisation, would also result in aloss of information. Instead, we leavethe observed spectrum untouched andonly change the model spectra. So, forinstance, we never remove the continuumflux from the observed spectrum, but try
The Messenger 164  June 2016
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An example of an analysed spectrum is
shown in Figure 3. The observed spectrum in black is overplotted with the modelspectrum in red that has been found tobest match the observation. The residuals are plotted in blue below.
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Figure 3. Steps in the
data processing. Inblack the PSF-extractedspectrum of one of thebrightest stars is shown.The red line shows thebest fit, including a telluric absorption correction. In blue, the fittingresiduals are displayedto scale with the dataand fit. The small insertszoom into spectralregions of interest forISM analyses. The leftpanels show the prominent NaD doublet aswell as diffuse interstellar bands at 5780 and5797. On the righthand side, the insetsillustrate the success ofthe telluric fit where theweak K I doublet linesclearly stand out. Thezoom for the residuals isscaled by a factor of ten.
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Results for the globular cluster NGC6397
as a whole are shown in Figure 4 in theform of an HertzsprungRussell diagram(HRD), plotting the luminosity as a function of effective temperature. For theluminosity, we derived V-band magnitudesfrom the spectra and applied a bolometric correction based on the fitted stellar parameters. All the stars are colourcoded with their corresponding metallicityfrom the analysis. While the variation ofthe metallicity along the main sequenceis presumably due to low signal-to-noiseratio (S/N) in this part of the HRD, thetrend on the giant branch may indeed bereal, as it has been observed before byother groups and instruments. Forinstance, Korn et al. (2007) interpretedthis variation as the result of atomic diffusion in the stellar atmosphere. The resultsfor NGC 6397 are discussed in detail inHusser et al. (2016).
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While the results for single stars are
already of good quality, they cannot compete with those from high-resolutionspectroscopy. But the greatest strengthof our MUSE observations lies in theunprecedented amount of data. Insteadof measuring, for instance, the metallicityin a few high-resolution spectra, we canprovide a mean value and spread forthe metallicity for thousands of stars,either for the whole cluster or limited to asmall region in the CMD. Furthermore,the large number of spectra allows us toimprove the S/N, especially on the mainsequence, by co-adding spectra, eitherfrom multiple visits to the same star orfrom neighbouring stars in the CMD.20
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Figure 4. The small inset shows the colourmagnitude
diagram of NGC 6397. All the stars observed withMUSE are colour-coded with the signal-to-noiseratios of their respective spectra. The large plotshows the HertzsprungRussell diagram using thestellar parameters from the analysis. Here the colourindicates the derived metallicity of each star.
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to find a polynomial that, when multiplied
by the model, best matches the observation. Furthermore, instead of removingthe telluric absorption lines by means ofobservations of a telluric standard star, wetry to model them. Abundances of waterand molecular oxygen are free parameters in the optimisation as well as a lineshift and broadening for the telluric spectrum. This approach improves the qualityof the derived parameters significantly.2HFM@KSNMNHRDQ@SHN
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Cluster dynamics
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With respect to the cluster dynamics, the
central region is the most interesting one.For example, there is an ongoing debateabout the presence of massive blackholes, weighing about 102105 MA, in thecentres of globular clusters (see, e.g., vander Marel et al. [2010] and Noyola et al.[2010]). However, a common problem ofspectroscopic studies is that they canonly target isolated stars, where contamination from nearby sources is negligible.Thanks to the spatial coverage of MUSEand our deblending algorithm, we areable to overcome this problem.Figure 5 shows that our measurementsextend much further into the centrethan previous radial velocity studies ofNGC6397, allowing us, for the first time,to constrain the presence of a massiveblack hole in this cluster. To do so, wecompared our measurements to dynamical models, some of which are depictedin Figure 5. We found that the velocitydispersion in the centre is higher thanwhat would be expected from the gravitational potential of the bright stars alone. Ablack hole with a mass of about 600MAwould be an intriguing explanation for thisdiscrepancy. However, it is not the onlypossible explanation. Alternatively, a cen-,42$
mQJLR l

With a mass of around 10 MA, NGC 6397
is only moderately massive when compared to other globular clusters in theMilky Way. For example, Omega Centauriis more than ten times as massive asNGC 6397. A consequence is that theinternal dynamics of NGC 6397 are dominated by low velocities  the centraldispersion is expected to be as low as5km s 1. This poses a severe challengefor spectroscopic studies with the lowspectral resolution offered by MUSE,because they must achieve an accuracyin radial velocity that is higher than theintrinsic cluster dispersion. From theanalysis of telluric absorption bands inthe extracted spectra, we could show inKamann et al. (2016) that the internalaccuracy of MUSE is stable at a level of1km s 1, both across the field of viewand over the course of a night. Given thecomplexity of MUSE, this is a remarkableresult that confirms the high stability ofthe instrument and the excellent quality ofthe data reduction pipeline.,NCDKTRHMFNMKXAQHFGSRS@QR
,NCDKVHSGBDMSQ@KAK@BJGNKD,NCDKVHSGBDMSQ@KQDLM@MSR
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Figure 5. Velocity dispersion of NGC 6397 as a function of distance to the cluster centre as measured byMUSE (green diamonds) and from a compilation ofliterature studies (grey squares). The different linesshow the expected velocity dispersion curves based

on the gravitational potential of the bright stars alone
(black solid line), with the addition of a black holewith 600 MA (blue dashed line), and with the additionof a central accumulation of stellar remnants with asimilar mass (red dash-dotted line).
tral accumulation of stellar remnants
(such as neutron stars or stellar-massblack holes), which may form as a consequence of mass segregation in the cluster, could also explain our measurements.Further details about our analysis andpossible ways to distinguish between thetwo alternatives in the future can befound in Kamann et al. (2016).of this phenomenon requires the observation of many stars along the mainsequence, because giant stars all havemore or less similar masses, and is therefore extremely challenging. In the MUSEdata, we found a marginal trend for moremassive stars to have a lower centralvelocity dispersion. Further studies arerequired to settle this issue, but the commissioning data of NGC6397 alreadyshow the potential of MUSE in thisrespect.

The diagnostic power of the MUSE data
is not limited to the search for massiveblack holes. Thanks to the large stellarsample, we can also look at the clusterdynamics in a two-dimensional way. Indoing this, we identified a small rotationalcomponent, with a projected amplitudeof about 1 km s 1 around the centre. Inaddition, we could investigate whetherthe stellar dynamics change dependingon the masses of the investigated stars.Such a dependency can be caused byrelaxation processes inside the cluster.Gravitational encounters between member stars will on average accelerate theless massive stars and decelerate themore massive stars, ultimately leading tomass segregation. The investigationInterstellar mediumThe template matching of the individualstellar spectra and the comprehensivesky model fits are quite successful. Infact, they are robust to such an extentthat we can carry out further studies onthe fitting of the residuals themselves,which still feature absorption lines andbands of the interstellar medium (seeFigure 3). This is a field of research forwhich MUSE was not even designed.This study provides a unique insight intosmall scale structures in the interstellar
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Figure 6. Equivalent width map of the NaD doublet.
All residual spectra were combined into Voronoitessellated bins. The colour bar shows the equivalent width range as well as the average value forthis species. The uncertainty per bin is of the orderof 8 m.


To reach a higher S/N, we computed
the error-weighted average of ~ 300residual spectra to form several composite spectra of similar S/N. The accuracy of the telluric and stellar fits is veryhigh. The inset in Figure 3 shows bothdoublet lines of the weak interstellar K I.While K I 7664  sits directly on a strongtelluric band, K I 7699  is hardly affectedby skylines at all. Their independentlyfitted ratio remains very stable and provides great confidence in the appliedmethod. In fact, we can even utilise thatratio as a diagnostic tool to trace opticalthickness. Since we know that we cansuccessfully subtract stellar featuresas well as sky lines, we continued to systematically analyse other weak ISM features, such as a number of diffuse interstellar bands that we observe in thebroad wavelength range of the MUSEspectrograph. This analysis will bedescribed in a third follow-up paper onthese observations by Wendt et al.Other, stronger ISM lines even had to beconsidered during the template matchingitself. A particular challenge is the NaDdoublet. Here, we expect at least threeunresolved contributors: the stellar component, NaD in the Earths atmosphere,as well as the ISM component(s) alongthe line of sight. The first two contributions are subtracted. Figure 6 shows theequivalent width of the remaining (interstellar) contributions in the 31 Voronoitessellated bins (spaxel spectra co-addedto increase the S/N). The colours reflectthe measured total equivalent width of theNaD doublet for each composite spectrum per bin with an average of about960 m, and the MUSE pointings areindicated as black dashed lines; a redstar marks the centre of the globularcluster. The mapping reveals a compelling small-scale structure in interstellarNaD that is neither correlated with thepointings, nor the number of stars per22
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medium (ISM) that could not be traced or
spatially resolved with individual isolatedspectra.
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bin, i.e., with the cluster itself. At the distance of 100 pc for the edge of the LocalBubble, the linear projection for typicalscale sizes is in the order of a milliparsec.This illustrates how MUSE is uniquelyable to provide an overview of the smallscale structures of the ISM.ProspectsThe example of NGC 6397 has shownthe huge potential of MUSE for the investigation of crowded stellar fields. Theunprecedented number of stars for whichspectra can be acquired simultaneouslyenables completely new science cases.We are currently conducting a large survey of 25 Galactic globular clusters withthe aim of obtaining multi-epoch spectroscopy for several thousand stars percluster. In addition to detailed investigations of stellar parameters, the centraldynamics and the ISM, this survey willalso reveal clues about the properties ofbinary stars in the clusters.Following the installation of the GroundAtmospheric Layer Adaptive Optics forSpectroscopic Imaging (GALACSI) system (see Strbele et al., 2012), MUSEobservations at a significantly higher spa-




tial resolution will soon be possible. In
crowded stellar fields, this improvementwill even further increase the number ofaccessible stars. As such fields are notspecific to globular clusters, but are alsofound in the Galactic Bulge or nearbygalaxies, we believe that there are hugeprospects for MUSE observations similarto those that we have presented forNGC6397.ReferencesAnderson, J. et al. 2008, AJ, 135, 2055Bacon, R. et al. 2012, The Messenger, 147, 4Bacon, R. et al. 2014, The Messenger, 157, 13Harris, W. E. et al. 1996, AJ, 112, 1487Husser, T.-O. et al. 2016, A&A, 588, 148Kamann, S. et al. 2013, A&A, 549, 71Kamann, S. et al. 2016, A&A, 588, 149Korn, A. J. et al. 2007, ApJ, 671, 402Noyola, E. et al. 2010, ApJ, 719, 60Stetson, P. B. 1987, PASP, 99, 191Strbele, S. et al. 2012, Proc. SPIE, 8447, 844737van der Marel, R. et al. 2010, ApJ, 710, 1063Weilbacher, P. M. et al. 2012, Proc. SPIE, 8451,	84510BLinks1
O nline access to extracted spectra: h
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Pulsating Hot Subdwarfs in Omega Centauri
Suzanna K. Randall 1Annalisa Calamida 2Gilles Fontaine 3Matteo Monelli 4Giuseppe Bono 5, 6Maria Luisa Alonso 7Valrie Van Grootel 8Pierre Brassard 3Pierre Chayer 2Marcio Catelan 7Stuart Littlefair 9Vik S. Dhillon 9, 4Tom R. Marsh 101
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The formation and evolution of hot sub
dwarf B- and O-type stars (sdB andsdO) stars is one of the remaining mysteries in stellar evolution theory. Whileit is commonly accepted that the coolersdB stars (Teff ~ 20 00040 000 K) arecompact and evolved extreme horizontalbranch (EHB) stars that have lost toomuch of their hydrogen envelope nearthe tip of the red giant branch (RGB) tosustain hydrogen-shell burning on theasymptotic giant branch (AGB) after corehelium ignition, the details of their evolution, in particular the dramatic mass loss,remain unclear. The hotter sdO stars(Teff~4000080000 K) are even morechallenging to understand, likely comprising a mixed bag of post-EHB, post-RGBand post-AGB stars.One of the most promising ways of testing different evolutionary scenarios isby inferring fundamental properties, suchas the total stellar mass or the thicknessof the remaining hydrogen envelope,from asteroseismological analysis of pulsating hot subdwarfs. This has beendone with particular success for the rapidly pulsating subdwarf B (sdBVr) stars(Fontaine et al., 2012). These are a well-
established class of pulsator found in a
narrow instability strip between ~ 29000and 36000K, characterised by multiperiodic luminosity variations on a shorttimescale of 100200 s. The observedvariations can be explained very nicely interms of non-radial pressure mode instabilities driven by an opacity mechanismassociated with a local overabundance ofiron in the driving region.Although hot subdwarfs are known inlarge numbers both among the Galacticfield population and in globular clusters(where they are identified as EHB orblue hook stars), the exploitation of theirpulsations has traditionally been limitedto the field star population for the simplereason that, until recently, no hot subdwarf pulsators had been found in aglobular cluster.A search for hot subdwarf pulsators inCenLike so many observational astronomydiscoveries, the identification of the firsthot subdwarf pulsator candidate in aglobular cluster was serendipitous. We"2  '236%( 
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We recently discovered the first globular cluster hot subdwarf pulsators in
Omega Centauri ( Cen). These starswere initially thought to belong to theclass of rapidly pulsating subdwarf Bstars, which are well established amongthe field star population and havebecome showcases for asteroseismology. However, our spectroscopicanalysis revealed the  Cen variables tobe significantly hotter than expected,indicating that they form a new class ofsubdwarf O pulsators clustered around50000 K, not known among the fieldstar population. Non-adiabatic pulsationmodelling suggests that the driver forthe pulsations occurs via the same ironopacity mechanism that is at work inthe rapidly pulsating subdwarf B stars.$'!
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Figure 1. Colourmagnitudediagram of  Cen based onthe merged HST ACS/WFIcatalogue. The box showsthe colourmagnitude cutsapplied for our selection ofEHB star candidates, andthe five rapid sdO pulsatorsare indicated by redcrosses.
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This initial discovery paved the way for
an extensive follow-up survey with twomain observational components: timeseries photometry obtained with EFOSC2and ULTRACAM at the NTT, and multiobject spectroscopy gathered usingFOcal Reducer/low dispersion Spectrograph (FORS2) at the Very Large Telescope (VLT). More details can be found inRandall et al. (2016).The time-series photometry amounts tonearly 100 hours of fast-cadence (~10s)monitoring of some 300 stars scatteredacross off-centre fields in  Cen andidentified as EHB candidates based on acolourmagnitude cut in a merged HubbleSpace Telescope Advanced Camera forSurveys (ACS) Wide Field Imager (WFI)catalogue (Castellani et al., 2007). Thecorresponding colourmagnitude diagramof  Cen as well as the colourmagnituderanges used for our EHB target selectionare shown in Figure 1. It appears thatthis simple selection method is quite reliable, since from our spectroscopic sample of 60 stars only two turned out to notbe hot subdwarfs.From the photometry we were able to notonly confirm the variability of the pulsatorcandidate identified with SUSI2, but alsodiscovered an additional four pulsatingEHB candidates, bringing the total number to five (denoted V1V5 in the orderthat they were discovered). The pulsational properties of the variables are quitesimilar, each star showing two to threewell-separated oscillations in the 85125srange with amplitudes up to ~2.5% oftheir mean brightness. Figure 2 showsexamples of the Fourier amplitude spectra obtained, the pulsations being clearly24
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were obtaining time-series photometry
with the Superb Seeing Imager 2 (SUSI2)on the New Technology Telescope (NTT)for an unrelated observing programmeand chose a more or less random field in Cen as a backup target at the end ofthe night. Since at that point the hunt forsdBVr stars in bright nearby globularclusters had been going on for some timewithout success, we could hardly believeit when our analysis of this short twohour dataset revealed a 115-second periodicity in a star for which the colourmagnitudes were consistent with a hotsubdwarf.
Randall S. K. et al., Pulsating Hot Subdwarfs in Omega Centauri
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visible above the 3.7 detection threshold
imposed. It is worth noting that the highest amplitude peaks show fine frequencystructure corresponding roughly to theresolution of the dataset, which are attributed to significant amplitude variations ofthe pulsations. Such amplitude variationsare well documented for the field sdBVrstars and are therefore not unexpected.Surprising results from spectroscopyGiven our knowledge of hot subdwarfpulsators in the field and the pulsationalproperties observed for the  Cen variables, we quite naturally assumed we had






Figure 2. Fourier amplitude spectra for three of the
 Cen variables based on the combined ULTRACAMu: light curves. The horizontal dashed line indicatesthe 3.7 detection threshold imposed.
found the long-sought-after globular
cluster counterparts to the sdBVr stars.However, the spectroscopic data of thenew variables painted a different, evenmore intriguing picture: rather than theexpected temperatures around 30000K,our atmospheric analysis yielded significantly higher values around 50000K,implying that these stars are in fact anew type of sdO pulsator never observedamong the field star population!
Figure 3. Location in Teff log g space of the  Cen
variables compared to the different types of field hotsubdwarf pulsators known. The reference to the discovery paper is indicated for each.RC!5R&QDDMDS@K
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This can be fully appreciated from Figure3, where we show the location ofthe  Cen pulsators compared to theknown field hot subdwarf pulsators. Onlythe previously mentioned sdBVr pulsatorsand the one lone field sdOV star showperiods on short timescales comparableto the  Cen variables, while the othertypes of pulsator oscillate on longer timescales of one to several hours. None ofthe field star variables falls in the ~4800052000K range where the Cen pulsators are found. Conversely, we did notidentify any counterparts to the field starvariables in  Cen, although this is quitepossibly due to the limitations of ourdataset both in terms of quality and sample size.
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The empirical  Cen instability strip
derived from our survey is shown in Figure4. Here we have included only the26targets for which we have both highquality light curves from photometry aswell as reliable atmospheric parametersfrom spectroscopy. Apart from a clearbias towards the pulsators, which werespecifically included in the spectroscopicsample, there should be no additionalselection effects beyond the colourmagnitude cuts described earlier. Fromthe plot it is not entirely clear whetherall stars falling within the instability strippulsate, or whether non-variable starsco-exist in the same region of Teff  log gspace, as is the case for the sdBVr pulsators in the field.
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Pulsation calculationsKeeping in mind their very similar pulsation properties and relative proximity inatmospheric parameter space, it seemedlikely that the pulsation driving mechanism active in the  Cen variables is thesame opacity mechanism that explainsthe sdBVr instability strip so well. Therefore, we extended our existing stellarenvelope models to higher temperatures,encompassing the entire range wherehot subdwarfs are found. These so-calledMontral second-generation modelsincorporate traces of iron that are levitating
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Figure 4. Observed hot
subdwarf instabilitystrip in  Cen. The fivepulsators are markedby large open circles.Red symbols indicateH-rich stars, blue onesrefer to He-rich targets.
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to be improved, particularly with regards
to other metals besides iron beingincluded in the diffusion calculations.Nevertheless, we are confident that wehave identified the basic driving mechanism in the  Cen pulsators to be thesame opacity mechanism that is at workin the sdBVr stars.
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Figure 5. Theoretical instability strip for rapid pressure-mode pulsations in hot subdwarfs. Each redpoint indicates a model where pulsations are driven.The blue circles show the location of observedsdBVr stars in the field, while the black cross represents the one sdO field pulsator known. The  Cen

pulsators are depicted as black open circles with
error bars; the dotted extension to higher log g values for one of them indicates that the spectroscopiclog g is likely underestimated due to contaminationfrom nearby stars.
in a pure hydrogen envelope under the
assumption that an equilibrium hasbeen reached between radiative levitationand gravitational settling (Charpinet etal., 1996; 1997). The iron abundance profile as a function of stellar depth is thennecessarily a function of log g and Teff.Since the presence of an opacity bumpassociated with an overabundance of ironin the driving region allows pulsations tobe excited, it follows that this will happenonly for models with certain log g/Teffcombinations.
els around 30 000 K, but also at higher
temperatures above ~ 50 000 K. This canbe seen nicely in Figure 5, where weshow the theoretical instability regions forthe entire log g  Teff space where hotsubdwarfs are found.
From our non-adiabatic oscillation cal
culations, we find that pressure-modepulsations (corresponding to short periods up to a few hundred seconds) areindeed driven not only for sdB star mod-26
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Unfortunately, while the cooler instability
strip matches the location of the sdBVrstars perfectly, the hotter instabilityregion does not quite reach the  Cenpulsators, which lie beyond the predictedred edge. This mismatch may be partiallydue to the effective temperatures fromour optical spectra being underestimatedfor these very hot stars, however theperiods of the oscillations predicted arealso significantly shorter than thoseobserved. It is clear that the models need
Far from giving definite answers, the
results of our survey have instead raisedmore questions. But that is the beautyof observational astronomy: you rarelyfind what you expect, and the deeper youlook the more complicated the picturebecomes, opening up new avenues ofresearch. In this case, the unexpecteddiscovery of a hitherto unknown type ofpulsator in  Cen triggered an intensesearch for direct counterparts among thefield population, which however cameback negative (Johnson et al., 2014). Onthe other hand, a space-based searchfor rapid hot subdwarf pulsators in theglobular cluster NGC 2808 (Brown et al.,2013) revealed six rapid pulsators withperiods on timescales similar to the sdOVand sdBVr stars discussed here. Giventhe low quality of the available spectroscopy, it is completely unclear whetherany of these pulsators correspond to the Cen variables, or indeed any of theknown field hot subdwarf pulsators. Further investigations and more detailedobservations are clearly warranted.ReferencesAhmad, A. & Jeffery, C. S. 2005, A&A, 437, 51Brown, T. M. et al. 2013, ApJ, 777, L22Castellani, V. et al. 2007, ApJ, 663, 1021Charpinet, S. et al. 1996, ApJ, 471, L103Charpinet, S., Fontaine, G. & Brassard, P. 1997,	 ApJ, 483, L123Fontaine, G. et al. 2012, A&A, 539, A12Green, E. M. et al. 2003, ApJ, 583, 31Johnson, C. et al. 2014, ASP Conf. Ser., 481, 153Kilkenny, D. et al. 1997, MNRAS, 285, 640Randall, S. K. et al. 2011, ApJ, 737, 27Randall, S. K. et al. 2016, A&A, 589, 1Schuh, S. et al. 2005, ASPC, 334, 530Woudt, P. A. et al. 2006, MNRAS, 371, 149Astronomical Science

First Results from the XXL Survey and Associated
Multi-wavelength ProgrammesChristophe Adami 1Marguerite Pierre 2Nikola Baran 3Dominique Eckert 4Sotiria Fotopoulou 4Paul A. Giles 5Elias Koulouridis 2Chris Lidman 6Maggie Lieu 7Adam B. Mantz 8Florian Pacaud 9Emanuela Pompei 10Vernesa Smoli 3Felicia Ziparo 8and the XXL Team 111
	Aix Marseille Universit, CNRS, LAM
UMR 7326, Marseille, France2	Laboratoire AIM, CEA/DSM/IRFU/SAp,CEA Saclay, Gif-sur-Yvette, France3	Department of Physics, University ofZagreb, Croatia4	Department of Astronomy, Universityof Geneva, Versoix, Switzerland5	H. H. Wills Physics Laboratory,University of Bristol, United Kingdom6	Australian Astronomical Observatory,North Ryde, Australia7	School of Physics & Astronomy, University of Birmingham, United Kingdom8	Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics, University of Chicago, USA9	Argelander Institut fr Astronomie,Universitt Bonn, Germany10	ESO11	XXL Team: http://irfu.cea.fr/xxl/membersThe XXL survey has mapped two extragalactic regions of 25 square degrees,using 10 ks XMM observations down toa point source sensitivity of ~5  10 15erg s 1 cm 2 in the 0.52 keV band. Itis the largest XMM project approved todate (> 6 Ms in total). The two fieldshave been or will be observed by several ground- and space-based facilitiesfrom ultra-violet to radio wavelengths.Besides the imaging, the spectroscopicfollow-up is of special interest and ESOhas contributed through Large Programmes and dedicated allocations. Asof December 2015, ~ 450 new galaxyclusters are detected to z ~ 1.52, aswell as more than 22000 active galacticnuclei (AGN) to z ~ 4. The main goal ofthe project is to constrain the darkenergy equation of state using clusters
of galaxies. This survey will have lasting
legacy value for cluster scaling laws andstudies of AGNs and the X-ray background. The first XXL scientific resultsare summarised.IntroductionThe distribution of matter in the Universereveals its history: small density perturbations present at the time of recombination (just after the Cosmic MicrowaveBackground [CMB] was emitted) grewunder the competing actions of gravityand expansion of spacetime. This led tothe progressive formation of a remarkablenetwork of filaments, sheets and voidsthat was first revealed from the galaxydistribution some 30 years ago and isnow well rendered by numerical simulations. Basically as time proceeds, overdensities become denser and low densityregions emptier as matter flows alongthe filaments. The rate at which structureforms and how it will ultimately developis described by general relativity, depending on a set of cosmological parametersand on the nature of dark matter anddark energy (the latter being responsiblefor the acceleration of the expansion).Tracking the evolution of cosmic structurein the quest for the cosmological parameters that describe the Universe is especially interesting, in particular to corroborate the cosmological constraints inferredfrom the CMB (z ~ 1000) and from thematter distribution at much later times(z~04), since they originate from verydifferent physical processes. A traditionalapproach follows the distribution of galaxies in visible or infrared light. Howevergalaxies account only for a few percentof the total matter content and are highlynonlinear objects, which makes establishing the connection with the initial density spectrum non-trivial. At the upperhierarchical level, one finds clusters ofgalaxies, the most massive objects in theUniverse. They are located at the nodesof the cosmic web and are huge reservoirs of hot gas that fill the space betweenthe galaxies. The gas has a temperatureof a few tens of millions of degrees andemits in the X-ray.The cosmological analysis of cluster surveys basically relies on number counts
(dn/dz or dn/dM/dz) and on the spatial
analysis (3D correlation function). In orderto establish these functions, it is necessary to have a good knowledge of: (i) thescaling relations that link the X-ray observables, like temperature and luminosity, tothe mass; and (ii) the selection function,i.e., the probability of detecting a clusterof given mass as a function of redshift.In this context, the XXL project (XXLPaper I) has undertaken a large surveyof the X-ray sky with the EuropeanSpace Agency XMM-Newton observatory. The primary goal of the XXL surveyis to detect and confirm a few hundredclusters back to a time when the age ofUniverse was about half of its presentvalue, i.e., z ~ 1. From this data collection,we can infer the evolutionary propertiesand spatial distribution of the deepestpotential wells of the Universe and, subsequently, test various cosmologicalscenarios. In addition, XXL will deliverseveral tens of thousands of active galactic nuclei (AGNs) out to a redshift of atleast four, allowing statistical studies ofthe AGN population as a function of environment to be performed.The XXL Survey is an XMM Very LargeProgramme that covers two extragalacticareas of 25 square degrees, locatedaround (RA, Dec) of (2h 20m, 4.5)and (23h 30m, 55). Over 500 XMM XXLobservations, typically of 10 ks each,were performed between 2011 and 2013.Two years after the completion of theX-ray observations, we have detected~450 clusters and 22 000 AGNs in the0.52.0 keV energy band. The XXL survey samples the low end of the clustermass function around z ~ 0.30.5. Thisgroup population is especially interesting,since it contains the building blocks ofthe local massive clusters. Moreover, itis sensitive to non-gravitational physics,like the energy input from AGNs, feedback from star formation or cooling processes. Such groups thus present usefulenvironments in which to study the formation of cosmic structures and providea unique input to test physical processesvia numerical simulations. The XXL consortium gathers some 100 scientistsincluding observers, theoreticians andsimulators with a wide range of expertiseencompassing the entire electromagneticspectrum.
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Associated multi-wavelength programmes
and XXL samplesIn order to characterise the propertiesof the detected clusters and AGNs, theXXL survey is accompanied by a comprehensive follow-up programme. Observations are coordinated with the largestground-based and space observatories,from the X-ray to the radio (see, for example, XXL paper X for the K-band luminosityweak-lensing mass relation for galaxystructures). Of these coordinated observations, the ESO Large Programme andprincipal investigator allocations (ESO191.A-0268, 089.A-0666, and 60.A-9302),as well as galaxy surveys in the XXLfields, like the VIMOS Public ExtragalacticSurvey (VIPERS; for example, Guzzo etal., 2014) and the Galaxy And MassAssembly survey (GAMA; for example,Driver et al., 2016), are of special relevance as they allow galaxy redshifts tobe measured, hence accurately locatingthe galaxy clusters in 3D space (Figures1and 2). In the framework of the ESOLarge Programme, we observed clustersout to a redshift of ~0.5 at the NewTechnology Telescope (NTT) with theESO Faint Object Spectrograph andCamera 2 (EFOSC2) and the more distantones (0.5 < z < 1.2) with the FOcalReducer/low dispersion Spectrograph2(FORS2) instrument on the Very LargeTelescope (VLT). An example from thelatter is the detection of a z ~1.9 cluster(see XXL Paper V).28
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Cluster redshifts constitute a critical input
to cosmological analysis, allowing thecomputation of the clustercluster correlation function and further topologicalstudies. Detailed investigations of thedynamics and galaxy properties of individual clusters are also undertaken at theWilliam Herschel Telescope (WHT). Theredshift measurement of the AGN is systematically performed with the AAOmegainstrument on the Australian Astronomical Telescope (XXL XIV). Radio follow-upof the X-ray AGNs is undertaken withGiant Meterwave Radio Telescope (GMRT),the Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) andthe Australia Telescope Compact Array(ATCA). In parallel, four numerical simulation programmes provide the necessarymaterial to test in situ the various physicalmechanisms that drive cluster and AGNevolution and their respective interactions.Simulations also allow accurate determination of the cluster selection function,which is an essential ingredient for thecosmological analysis.In a first series of 13 articles publishedin the December 2015 Astronomy &Astrophysics special issue, plus one inPublications of the Astronomical Societyof Australia, we released the cataloguesof the brightest 100 clusters (XXL-100-GC)and 1000 AGNs (XXL-1000-AGN) as wellas the reduced XMM observations. Wepresent a number of scientific resultsfor the, to date, little-explored low-massrange characterising the XXL clustersample.

Figure 1. Sky distribution
of the available spectroscopy and confirmedX-ray clusters of galaxiesin the northern XXL field.The chessboard patternof red points corresponds to the mosaic ofVIMOS fields from theVIPERS survey (Guzzoet al., 2014), while thedarker spot at RA = 36.5degrees shows thedeeper data from theVIMOS-VLT Deep Survey(VVDS; Le Fvre et al.,2005). The isolated concentrations of red pointsare from the XXL ESOLarge Programme(191.A-0268) and represent ~ 50 % of the redshifts inside all the confirmed clusters at z > 0.5.Scaling relationsScaling relations are key elements forparameterising cluster evolution and theXXL project aims at a self-consistentdetermination. We therefore investigatedthe luminositytemperature (LT) relation ofthe XXL-100-GC sample (XXL III, see alsoXXL IV for the masstemperature relation).The first step was to measure the clusterX-ray luminosity and temperature fromthe XMM survey data. The sample spansa wide range of redshift (0.05 < z < 1.05),temperature (0.6 < kT < 7.0 keV), andluminosity (9  1041 < L < 5  1043 erg s 1)and is equivalent to a flux-limited sample(3  10 14 erg s1 cm2).Our methods to determine the LT relationfully take into account the selection effectsof the survey. We measure the evolution ofthe LT relation internally using the broadredshift range of the sample and find aslope of the bolometric LT relation that issteeper than the self-similar expectation.Regarding evolution, our best fit is fullyconsistent with strong self-similar evolution where clusters scale self-similarly withboth mass and redshift: clusters in thepast would appear as scaled replicates ofthe local ones, as a function of mass.However, this result is marginally more significant than the weak self-similar evolution solution, where clusters scale withredshift alone. We further investigated thesensitivity of our results to the assumptions made in our fitting model, findingthat the use of an external LT relation as

a low-z baseline can have a profound
effect on the measured evolution. The present calculations were performed assuming a given cosmology. The next step,involving the complete XXL sample, will beto implement the cosmological dependency of the luminosity in the determinationof the evolution rate of the LT relation.
We further used the XXL-100-GC sample
to infer preliminary cosmological constraints (XXL II). The measured luminosities and temperatures allowed us to modelthe predicted cluster number counts forthe presently favoured set of cosmological parameters. The number densityof clusters is found to be less than predicted by the Planck CMB cosmology,once the XXL selection effects are dulyaccounted for; this tension is similarto that found for the Planck SunyaevZeldovich (SZ) detected cluster sample,but pertains to a cluster mass range aboutone order of magnitude lower. However,the alternate Nine Year Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP9) modelis not perfect either and still overpredictsthe number of faint clusters. Basicattempts to assess the cosmologicalleverage of the sample revealed that, evenwith the current subsample, the errorbudget is already dominated by uncertainties in the cluster mass calibration, whichtherefore will be one of the priorities ofthe XXL cluster science programme overthe next few years. In particular, we arestarting a collaboration with the SubaruHyper-SuprimeCam team in order toobtain reliable lensing masses for most ofthe XXL clusters.Cluster baryon contentBeside counts and topology, anotherpotential cosmological probe is thebaryon fraction (fgas) in clusters (XXL XIII).This test assumes that fgas is constantas a function of redshift for the high-massclusters, because they are supposedto have retained all the material accretedsince their formation epoch. Gas massand total mass measurements do notscale in the same way as a functionof cosmology; therefore, requiring thattheir ratio is constant ought to put con-23:50
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Figure 2. Upper: Spectroscopically
confirmed AGNs (blue) and clusterg alaxies (red) in the southern XXL fieldfrom the AAOmega follow-up (XXLPaper XIV). Left: Corresponding X-raymosaic (units of colour bar are countss 1 degree 1). The 25-square-degreefield is covered by some 220 XMMpointings. The XMM field of view hasa size comparable to that of the Moon(30 arcminutes diameter, shown atthe upper left). More than 12 000 AGNshave been detected in this image.The red circles show the clusters ofgalaxies.XMM-XXL South
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straints on the cosmological parameters.
We measured the number of baryons(X-ray gas and stars) in the XXL-100-GCsample. Halo masses were estimatedfrom a masstemperature relation thatwas directly calibrated using weak-lensingmeasurements (from the Canada FranceHawaii Telescope Legacy Survey, CFHTLS)for a subset of XXL clusters. We find thatthe weak-lensing calibrated gas fractionof XXL-100-GC clusters is lower than wasfound in previous studies using hydrostatic masses.We compared our fgasM relation with thepredictions of cosmological simulationsusing different gas physics. It was foundthat our results favour extreme AGN feedback schemes in which a large fractionof the baryons are expelled from thepotential well of dark matter halos. Suchmodels are, however, in tension withX-ray-only proxies, such as the gas density and entropy profiles (Le Brun et al.,2014) and are not able to reproduce therelation between gas mass and temperature of XXL clusters.Therefore, the results presented arechallenging for current numerical simulations, and reconciling the observedgas fraction with the predictions wouldrequire that our weak-lensing masses besystematically overestimated. A mass
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Figure 3. Upper: Distribution of the bright XXL
cluster sample in theM500 vs. redshift plane.The dashed line showsthe 50 % completenesslimit in the WMAP9 cosmology. Middle: Redshift distribution of theXXL-100-GC sample(filled histogram) compared with differentmodel expectations(CMB measurementsfrom WMAP + H0 + BAOpresented in Hinshawet al. [2013], and latestCMB measurementsfrom the Planck satellite,but without additionalconstraints from PlanckCollaboration 2015).Lower: Differential luminosity function of thebright XXL cluster sample in three redshiftbins. The lower plotshows the residuals withrespect to the low-redshift WMAP9 prediction (XXL Paper II).,,3,
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bias 1  b = 0.58  0.04, which is required
to reconcile Planck cluster counts withthe primary CMB, would further exacerbate the tension between the baryonfraction and the cosmological value, challenging our understanding of clusterphysics. Therefore, a satisfactory solutionto the tension between CMB and clustercounts must also simultaneously explainthe low baryon fraction measured for theXXL halos.Discovery of five superclustersGiven its depth and sky coverage, XXLis particularly suited to systematicallyunveiling the clustering of X-ray clustersand to identifying superstructures in ahomogeneous X-ray sample down to thetypical mass scale of a local massivecluster. Although a few isolated, very highredshift superclusters are known, ourwork is the first attempt to systematicallyunveil superstructures up to z ~0.5 in ahomogeneous X-ray sample. In thisframework, we discovered five low-masssuperclusters consisting of three to sevengalaxy structures.One of them is particularly interesting andis presented in more detail (XXL VII andFigure4). It is composed of six clusters ofgalaxies and the structure is very compact with all the clusters residing in oneXMM pointing. Our subsequent spectroscopic follow-up with WHT and NTTprovided a median redshift of z ~ 0.43.An estimate of the X-ray mass and luminosity of this supercluster returns valuesof 1.7  1015 MA and of 1.68  1044 ergs1, respectively, and a total gas mass ofMgas = 9.3  1013 MA . Instead of havinga massive central cluster with infallingfilaments and smaller structures, it hasalmost two equal-sized objects, makingit qualitatively different from the networkaround an already formed massive cluster. This supercluster is currently the mostmassive and most distant found in XXL.If we put together the relatively smallcrossing time, the common X-ray emissionof three members, and the measuredgas fraction and mass, we can speculatethat we are observing an unrelaxed structure with an ongoing merging betweenat least three of the member clusters. Ifnothing else intervened to alter the system, and assuming that the estimated@QBLHM
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Figure 4. Top left: CFHTLS MegaCam mosaic image
in the i-band with the XXL contours superimposedin green; X-ray clusters are red circles. The positionsof the BCG in each cluster are shown and the blackcrosses highlight the point sources excluded from theX-ray analysis. Top right: Three-dimensional configuration of the z = 0.43 supercluster (XXL Paper VII).Right: CFHTLS-wide colour u*r:z: image (8 by 8 arcminutes) of XLSS-C 82-83-84 inner complex.
crossing time is a good estimate of the
merging time, it is likely that by the present time the supercluster would alreadyhave completely merged ~2 Gyr beforeand resemble the most massive knownclusters.First spectral characterisation of diffuselight in a clusterWithin a cluster, gravitational effects canlead to the removal of stars from theirparent galaxies and subsequent dispersal into the intracluster medium (ICL).Gas hydrodynamical effects can additionally strip gas and dust from galaxies. Theproperties of the ICL can therefore helpconstrain the physical processes at workin clusters by serving as a fossil recordof the interaction history. We detected inthe XXL survey a very peculiar intermediate-mass cluster: XLSSC-116, with a veryhigh level of such diffuse light, by applying a wavelet-based method to CFHTMegacam and Wide-field InfraRed Camera (WIRCAM) images (XXL VIII). Theamount of diffuse light is equivalent to twobrightest cluster galaxies (BCGs) in thei:-band. To the best of our knowledge,this is the first detected cluster with sucha large amount of diffuse light.
The source of the diffuse light was then
spectroscopically characterised withESO Multi-Unit Spectroscopic Explorer(MUSE) spectroscopic data (proposal60.A-9302). MUSE data were also usedto compute redshifts of 24 cluster galaxies and search for cluster substructures.The cluster consists of a main component with a velocity dispersion of the
order of 600 km s1 and an infalling lowmass group with a velocity dispersion
of 170km s1. Part of the detected diffuselight has a very weak optical stellar component and apparently consists mainlyof gas emission, while other diffuse lightsources are clearly dominated by oldstars. Furthermore, emission lines weredetected in several places coinciding with
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Figure 5. Left: Luminosityredshift plane for different X-ray fields in the
210 keV energy band.Right: log Nlog S forthe XXL-1000-AGN inthe XXL-N field (blue circles) and in the XXL-Sfield (orange squares) ascompared to other literature surveys (XXLPaper VI).104
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the diffuse light. Our spectral analysis
shows that this emission likely originatesfrom gas with a low-excitation parameter.Globally, the stellar contribution to theICL is about 2.3  109 years old eventhough the ICL is not currently forming alarge number of stars. On the other hand,the contribution of the gas emission tothe ICL in the optical is much greater thanthe stellar contribution in some regions,but the gas density is likely too low toform stars. These observations favourram-pressure stripping, turbulent viscousstripping, or supernovae winds as theorigin of the large amount of intraclusterlight. Since the cluster appears not tobe in a major merging phase, we conclude that ram-pressure stripping is themost plausible process that generatesthe observed ICL sources.AGNs in the XXL surveyX-ray extragalactic surveys are also ideallaboratories for the study of the evolutionand clustering of AGN. Optimally, a combination of deep and wide surveys isnecessary to create a complete picture ofthe population. Deep X-ray surveys provide the faint population at high redshift,while wide surveys provide the rare brightsources and the large-scale structureinformation. Nevertheless, very wide areasurveys often lack the ancillary information available for modern deep surveys.32
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The XXL survey occupies the parameter
space that lies between deep surveysand very wide area surveys, constitutinga stepping stone between current deepfields and planned wide area surveys(Figure 5).XXL-1000-AGN is our first point sourcecatalogue. The sample is selected in the210 keV energy band with the goal ofproviding an initial sizable sample usefulfor AGN studies (XXL Papers VI, XI, XII).The limiting flux is F210 keV = 4.8 10 14 ergs1 cm2. We use both public and proprietary datasets in the optical and nearinfrared to identify the counterparts of theX-ray point-like sources by means of alikelihood ratio test, reaching 97.2 % identification rate. Using multi-wavelengthdata from the far ultra-violet to the midinfrared, we derive the median spectralenergy distribution of AGN as a functionof X-ray absorption. We improve uponthe photometric redshift determinationfor AGN by applying a Random Forestclassification trained to identify, for eachobject, the optimal photometric redshiftcategory (passive, star-forming, starburst,AGN, quasar). In addition, we assign aprobability to each source that indicateswhether it might be a star or an outlier.The photometric redshift accuracy is0.095 for the full XMM-XXL with 28 %catastrophic outliers estimated on a sample of 339 sources. We apply Bayesiananalysis to model the X-ray spectraassuming a power-law model with the10 12
10 11

presence of an absorbing medium, finding no trend of photon index or hydrogen
column density with redshift and a fraction of 26 % absorbed sources, consistent with the literature on bright sources.The XXL-1000-AGN sample numbercounts extend the COSMOS log Nlog Sto higher fluxes (Figure 5); they are fullyconsistent with the Euclidean expectationand agree with previous deep (ChandraDeep Field South [CDFS] and COSMOS)and wide (Herschel-ATLAS) XMM-Newtonsurveys. We constrain the intrinsic luminosity function of AGN in the 210keVenergy band where the unabsorbed X-rayflux is estimated from the X-ray spectralfit up to z = 3. An application of thefriends-of-friends algorithm, at 10 h1Mpc and 20 h1 Mpc percolation radii,shows significant structures with 23members and identifies a superclustersized structure at redshift 0.14.In future publications we will expand theanalysis to the full XXL catalogue, containing an unprecedented number of~104 (X-ray) point-like 210 keV detectedsources, and analysing the fully combined XMM pointings to reach maximumdepth. A unique advantage of the XXLlarge statistical samples is the combinedstudy of X-ray point-like sources andX-ray detected galaxy clusters, which willallow the study of AGN with respect totheir environment and, vice versa, thestudy of the impact of AGN on clusters.1Arcminutes
Arcminutes

Figure 6. Left: Simulated X-ray emissivity map
extracted from a 25 square degree by z = 03 lightcone (OverWhelmingly Large Simulations [OWLS],Le Brun et al., 2014). Right: Same portion of the virtual sky transformed into an XMM image by the XXLsimulator. All XMM characteristics are taken intoaccount: point spread function (and its variation withenergy), quantum efficiency, various backgroundcomponents and vignetting.References
01Arcminutes
ProspectsThe second phase of the XXL project isexpected to end in 2018, with the publication of the complete cluster catalogue,including all data available from themulti-wavelength follow-up along with theselection functions. These will incorporate a thorough analysis of the impact ofcluster shapes and AGN activity on thedetection rates, which we will measureby means of N-body simulations performed under various physical hypotheses (Figure 6).
ESO/H. Dahle

The final cosmological analysis of the full
XXL cluster sample will involve a completely self-consistent treatment of thecluster evolution, selection function andcosmology. With some five times asmany clusters (already some 450 clusters01Arcminutes

have been identified), we expect to provide a useful and stand-alone set of
cosmological constraints. In addition tothe traditional study of the dn/dz and dn/dM/dz counts, we have developed amethod based on the modelling of theX-ray observable parameter space, thatglobally by-passes the intermediatephase of the (cosmologically dependent)cluster mass determination (Clerc et al.,2012; Pierre et al., 2016). We will alsorelease the XXL multi-wavelength AGNcatalogue, that is some 22 000 objects.The dataset, including spectroscopicfollow-up, has a unique legacy valuefor cosmological and extragalactic environmental studies and will constitutea calibration resource for future surveys,like eRosita (all-sky, but at significantlylower sensitivity and resolution) andEuclid.
Clerc, N. et al. 2012, MNRAS, 423, 3561
Clerc, N. et al. 2012, MNRAS, 423, 3545Driver, S. P. et al. 2016, MNRAS, 455, 3911Hinshaw, G. et al. 2013, ApJS, 208, 19Le Brun, V. et al. 2014, MNRAS, 441, 1270Le Fvre, O. et al. 2005, A&A, 439, 845Guzzo, L. et al. 2014, A&A, 566, 108Hinshaw, G. et al. 2013, ApJS, 208, 19XXL Survey: I. Pierre, M. et al. 2016, A&A, 592, A1XXL Survey: II. Pacaud, F. et al. 2016, A&A, 592, A2XXL Survey: III. Giles, P. A. et al. 2016, A&A, 592, A3XXL Survey: IV. Lieu, M. et al. 2016, A&A, 592, A4XXL Survey: V. Mantz, A. B. et al. 2016, ApJ,	 794, 157XXL Survey: VI. Fotopoulou, S. et al. 2016, A&A,	 592, A5XXL Survey: VII. Pompei, E. et al. 2016, A&A, 592, A6XXL Survey: VIII. Adami, C. et al. 2016, A&A, 592, A7XXL Survey: IX. Baran, N. et al. 2016, A&A, 592, A8XXL Survey: X. Ziparo, F. et al. 2016, A&A, 592, A9XXL Survey: XI. Smoli, V. et al. 2016, A&A, 592, A10XXL Survey: XII. Koulouridis, E. et al. 2016, A&A,	 592, A11XXL Survey. XIII. Eckert, D. et al. 2016, A&A, 592, A12XXL Survey XIV. Lidman, C. et al. 2016, PASA, 33, 1
Night-time observations with the New Technology
Telescope at the La Silla Observatory.
Following two pages: VLT Survey Telescope (VST)
composite u-, g- and i-band, large-field image(120 by 84 arcminutes) of the core of the nearbyFornax Galaxy Cluster. At a distance of about19Mpc, the Fornax cluster is a rich cluster (class 0)with more than 340 known members. The centralbrightest cluster galaxy, NGC 1399 can be seen tothe north east, with the prominent barred spiralNGC1365 to south west. See Release eso1612 formore details.
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The LEGA-C Survey: The Physics of Galaxies 7 Gyr Ago

Arjen van der Wel 1
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implementation by ESO of a new gen
eration of large spectroscopic surveys.The goal is to obtain high-qualitycontinuum spectra of thousands ofgalaxies with redshifts up to z = 1, withwhich key physical parameters thatwere previously inaccessible can bemeasured. These include star formationhistories and dynamical masses,which greatly improve our insight intohow galaxies form and evolve. Thisarticle coincides with the first publicdata release of fully reduced andcalibrated spectra.Our knowledge of stellar populationstells us about the formation and evolutionof galaxies. High-quality (continuum)spectroscopy of galaxies reveals the stellar absorption features that trace starformation histories and chemical content.Such data have been available for galaxies in the present-day Universe for somedecades and have brought into clear focusthe multi-variate correlations betweenstellar population properties and mass,structure, size, stellar velocity dispersion,nuclear activity and environment. Thisinformation has greatly illuminated theprocesses that drive star formation andthe ongoing assembly of present-daygalaxies.The main limitation when examining present-day galaxies for the purpose ofreconstructing their formation history is,however, that most of the star formationoccurred in the distant past: the meanstellar ages of typical galaxies are typically well over 5 Gyr (Gallazi et al., 2005)and it is difficult to resolve star formationhistories from spectra: it is nearly impossible to distinguish stellar populationswith ages of, for example, 5, 7 and 9 Gyrfrom integrated spectra. For this reasonthe community has put much effort intolookback studies, aimed at directly observing galaxies at earlier cosmic times.On the one hand, redshift surveys, suchas the VIMOS Very Deep Survey (VVDS;Le Fvre et al., 2005) and the COSMOSspectroscopic survey (zCOSMOS; Lilly etal., 2008) have created large samples ofgalaxies with spectroscopic redshifts,tracing the evolution of the number density and the luminosity function of galaxies. On the other hand, photometric sur-
veys (for example, UltraVISTA; McCracken
et al., 2013) have collected multi-wavelength datasets used to derive photometric redshifts, which have graduallyimproved to the point that spectroscopicredshift surveys are no longer needed forthe purpose of quantifying galaxy evolution (with the exception of the effect ofenvironment). In addition, the photometricsurveys provide estimates of integratedgalaxy properties such as stellar mass,star formation rate and restframe colours.Adding Hubble Space Telescope (HST)imaging to the mix enables us to revealthe internal structure of distant galaxies(for example, van der Wel et al., 2014a).The results of these very significantefforts is that we now understand thatthe galaxy population at large lookbacktimes is in many ways similar to the present-day galaxy population: mass, structure and star formation activity are correlated in the same manner (for example,Franx et al., 2008). At the same time,there are many differences: at higher redshift, star formation rates were muchhigher (Madau et al., 1996), morphologiesless regular (for example, Conselice et al.,2008), and galaxies of the same stellarmass are smaller in size (for example, vander Wel et al., 2014b).The main limitation of the lookback studies is the challenge of connecting progenitors and descendants: despite ourexquisite knowledge of the evolution ofthe population of galaxies as an ensemble, the evolutionary history of individualgalaxies has remained hidden from view.In our Universe, with hierarchical structure growth that is largely stochastic innature, we should expect that galaxiesthat are similar today were probably verydifferent in the past, and, analogously,galaxies that were similar in the past willbe very different today.To summarise, our current insight intogalaxy evolution is limited by two factors:1) the archaeological approach of obtaining spectroscopy of present-day galaxieslacks the power to reveal the bulk of starformation history, because galaxies aretoo old; 2) the lookback approach onlyreveals the evolution of the population, notof individual galaxies. The solution is bothobvious and very challenging: to obtainhigh-quality spectroscopy of galaxies at0T@KHSXNERODBSQ@
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Figure 1. Rest-frame UV colour vs. stellar mass of
the K-band selected primary galaxy sample of theLEGA-C survey at redshift 0.6 < z < 1.0. Light greypoints refer to the full UltraVISTA sample; blackpoints: primary galaxy candidates; and red points:primary galaxies included in the LEGA-C survey.
large lookback times. This is the aim of the
LEGA-C survey (van der Wel et al., 2016).The LEGA-C surveyThe challenge lies in obtaining continuumspectra of sufficient resolution and depthfor faint targets. The design of the LEGA-Csurvey is constrained by several practicalfactors:1) the resolution should be at leastR~2000 to distinguish individual features and constrain the kinematicproperties of the targets;2) t he signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) shouldbe at least 10 per resolution element,and preferably ~ 20;3) the maximum redshift is z ~ 1, otherwise targets become too faint and thediagnostic features shift into the nearinfrared, where ground-based nearinfrared spectrographs are still a factor~ 100 slower in survey speed for thepurpose of continuum spectroscopy;4) the sample size should be in the1000s, otherwise the population iseither undersampled or biased toward
2- 

particular types of galaxies, either of
which would preclude the generalgoals of constraining the evolutionaryhistory of galaxies in general.Given these constraints, we started theLEGA-C survey in December 2014 withVIMOS in multi-object (MOS) mode.The survey is led and coordinated fromthe Max Planck Institute for Astronomyin Heidelberg, Germany, and has coinvestigators across Europe and indeedthe globe.Upon completion, likely in 2018, we willhave collected more than 3000 spectra ofgalaxies in the redshift range 0.6 < z < 1.0in the COSMOS field, at Right Ascension10 hr and Declination + 2. The sample isselected based on K-band magnitude in order to approximate a selection bystellar mass and avoid biases due toextinction  from the publicly availableUltraVISTA catalogue by Muzzin et al.(2013). The selection is independent ofany other parameter and the sample,shown in Figure 1, therefore spans thefull range of galaxy properties in termsof morphology, star formation activityand dust attenuation across the galaxypopulation with stellar mass in excess ofabout 1010 MA . This primary sample iscomplemented by ~900 fillers  lowermass galaxies and higher-redshift galaxies. With the high-resolution red grating
Figure 2. Redshift and signal-to-noise (S/N) distribution of the L
 EGA-C primary sample. The parents ample from which targets are selected is shown inblack; the survey design includes objects shown inred; while the observed sample is shown in yellow/black.
(HR_red) and integration times of 20
hours per target, the required resolutionand S/N can be achieved. The typicalwavelength range of 63008800 samples essential features such as theBalmer/4000  break, all Balmer linesexcept H, the G-band, and multiple Fe,Ca and Mg features.VIMOS slits are assigned to the primarytargets first, prioritised by apparentK-band magnitude as far as slit collisionspermit. Then one or more blue stars fortelluric absorption correction and severalalignment stars are included in the slitmask design. The remaining slit realestate is used for fillers: higher-redshiftobjects with bright K-band magnitudes,fainter targets in the 0.6 < z < 1.0 redshiftrange, and other fainter sources, respectively. With slit lengths of ~ 10 arcseconds, VIMOS can simultaneously observe~ 130 objects, bringing the on-sky surveyexecution time to 640 hours. In VisitorMode 128 nights were allocated to achievethis goal, spread out over 200 actualnights (due to fractional-night scheduling). This allocation makes LEGA-C the
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Figure 3. 1D extractedrestframe spectra of654 p rimary-sample galaxies observed in thefirst year of LEGA-C.Each row shows onespectrum, where thegalaxies are sorted fromhigh star formationactivity (at the top) tolow star formation activity (at the bottom).

van der Wel A. et al., The LEGA-C Survey
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most expensive extragalactic spectroscopic survey to date on an 8-metreclass telescope. The redshift and expected S/N distribution of the resultingprimary galaxy sample is illustrated inFigure 2.The spectraThe data are reduced using a combination of the ESO pipeline and our ownpipeline based on customised algorithmsfor sky subtraction, object extractionand co-addition. In Figure 3 we showextracted 1D spectra of 654 primary targets observed in the first year of observations. The galaxies are sorted by theirspecific star formation rate (star formationrate per unit stellar mass), with the mostactively star-forming galaxies at the top.The high star formation rate galaxiesshow nebular emission lines, Balmer linesin absorption and emission, but alsometal lines. The more passive systemsshow stronger metal features and acrossthis sample up to 50 unique absorptionfeatures are readily visible, illustrating thesuperb depth of the spectra. Kinematicinformation is revealed thanks to the highspectral resolution: Ca and Fe featuresappear more Doppler broadened for thespectra near the bottom, as those galaxies are more massive.
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Figures 4 and 5 show typical examples
of 1D spectra in more detail. In Figure4we show ten galaxies ordered by theirbasic morphology as traced by the Srsicindex: galaxies with high Srsic indices,that is, more concentrated light profilesusually associated with early-type morphologies, are at the top; galaxies withlow Srsic indices, that is, disc-like morphologies, are at the bottom. The correspondence with morphology is clearlyseen in the HST image cut-outs from theCOSMOS survey (Scoville et al., 2007).LEGA-C reveals that for the first time,beyond the present-day Universe, a clearcorrelation exists between morphologyand spectral properties: early-type galaxyspectra are characterised by strong metalabsorption line features and a lack ofstrong Balmer absorption and nebularemission lines; while for late-type galaxies this is reversed.In Figure 5 we show five late-type galaxies ordered by inclination. Absorptionlines are detected regardless of viewingangle. The example spectra illustratea unique aspect of the LEGA-C survey:even the dustiest and the bluest galaxiesshow absorption line features with highfidelity, despite the challenges presentedby the low surface brightness and bright,blue stellar populations with strong continuum features.%D
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Towards understanding the physics of
galaxy formationThe high-quality spectra shown in Figures 35 allow us to measure with goodaccuracy and precision a large range ofphysical parameters that were previouslyinaccessible for galaxies at large lookback times. These parameters fall intotwo broad categories: stellar populationsand kinematics. The basic stellar population measurements are mean stellar ageand metallicity, and eventually a moregeneral description of the star formationhistory. Now that LEGA-C has overcomethe challenge of creating spectra of galaxies at significant lookback times, weactually have a clear advantage over present-day galaxy studies when it comesto reconstructing the full star formationhistory. At the redshifts studied, stars willtypically be younger than 3 Gyr in essentially all LEGA-C galaxies, which is an agerange over which different generationsof stars can be resolved in age. This willinform us directly what the stellar massesof progenitors at z > 1 must be. Ourknowledge of those potential progenitorsis very substantial indeed, such that wecan, for the first time, follow the evolutionof individual galaxies across a significantpart of cosmic time, right into the epochwhen star formation activity was highestin a cosmically average sense.302010
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Figure 4. Spectra of ten
typical LEGA-C targetsordered by morphology(using the Srsic index).Flux density uncertainties are indicated in grey.HST image cut-outsare shown on the right.Labels (left) recordobject ID, redshift, stellarmass and star formationrate; with Srsic indexat right.5000
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The primary kinematic measurement is
the stellar velocity dispersion. Collisionless star particles are excellent tracers ofthe gravitational potential and thus thetotal mass, which opens new avenues ofexploration. A practical application is totest whether the much-maligned stellarmass estimates are robust at large lookback times for all galaxy types. At thesetimes velocity dispersions and centralmass density are thought to be key fac-5000

tors in determining the star formation
activity of a galaxy. Now that we havedirect measurements for distant galaxiesthat support this notion (see Figure 6)we can ask the question of how somegalaxies cease to form stars and evolvesedately afterward. Furthermore, theevolution of velocity dispersions in combination with other properties (for example, size) informs us about the rate ofgrowth of passive galaxies through merg-
ing. A secondary kinematic measurement
is the gas velocity dispersion. Gas motionsare affected by numerous other forcesbesides gravity and, while gas kinematicsis widely used as a tracer of mass, itremains to be tested how large are theuncertainties. A comparison between gasand stellar velocity dispersion now allowsus to make this test.
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Figure 6. Star formation rate
vs. stellar mass for the primaryLEGA-C sample observed inthe first year. The colour codingrepresents the stellar velocitydispersion.
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be completed by 2018 and, excitingly,
the data quality is precisely as good asanticipated, confirming the competitiveness of VIMOS.A second data release will follow by theend of 2016. This will double the sampleand expand to higher-level data productsin the form of derived physical parameters, such as velocity dispersions andline indices. There will be updated datareleases in subsequent years. For moretechnical information on the sampleselection, observations, data reductionand modelling techniques, please referto the LEGA-C survey paper (van der Welet al., 2016).
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Finally, despite the fact that the LEGA-C
spectra are seeing limited, we have spatialinformation on both the stellar populationcharacteristics and the kinematics. Whilethe primary goal of the LEGA-C survey isto obtain integrated spectral properties,exploring this aspect will undoubtedlyprove to be highly interesting. Stellar rotation curves and age gradients providestrong constraints on the physics of galaxy formation and the connection to thedark matter halo hosts.40

Figure 5. Spectra of five
LEGA-C disc galaxiesordered by inclination(axis ratio b/a). Detailsas Figure 4.
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TimelineAt this point we have collected approximately 45 % of the dataset based on thefirst two years of observation. This articlecoincides with the first data release1 thatincludes fully calibrated 1D and 2D spectra of the data taken in the first year: 925galaxies (22 % of the full survey). Figure2shows the redshift and S/N distributionof the data obtained in the first year: ascan be seen, LEGA-C is on schedule to
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ALMACAL: Exploiting ALMA Calibrator Scans to Carry
Out a Deep and Wide (Sub)millimetre Survey, Free ofCosmic VarianceIvn Oteo 1, 2Martin Zwaan 2Rob Ivison 2,1Ian Smail 3, 4Andrew Biggs 21
Institute for Astronomy, University of
Edinburgh, United Kingdom2ESO3Centre for Extragalactic Astronomy,Department of Physics, Durham University, United Kingdom4Institute for Computational Cosmology,Department of Physics, Durham University, United KingdomWe present the latest results fromALMACAL, a novel, wide and deep(sub-)millimetre survey that exploitsALMA calibration data that comes forfree during science observations. Combining compatible data acquired duringmultiple visits to many ALMA calibrators, sufficiently low noise levels canbe reached to detect faint dusty starforming galaxies (DSFGs). As of April2016, we have analysed data for morethan 240 calibrators, reaching noiselevels as low as ~ 10 Jy beam1, atsub-arcsecond spatial resolution. Wehave found 15 DSFGs, some less luminous than the sources detected bythe deepest far-infrared surveys. Futureanalyses will deliver larger samples,free of cosmic variance, with redshiftsdetermined via detection of multiple(sub-)millimetre lines, and dust emission imaged at milliarcsecond spatialresolution. The combination of areaand depth reached by ALMACAL isunlikely to be surpassed by any otherALMA (sub-)millimetre survey.A fraction of the restframe ultra-violetlight emitted by star-forming galaxies(SFGs) is internally absorbed by dust andre-emitted at far-infrared wavelengths(Lutz et al., 2014). Detecting dust emission using far-infrared surveys is thenessential to determine accurate star formation rates (SFR) and levels of dustattenuation for SFGs and, therefore, tounderstand the star formation history ofthe Universe. Indeed, this has been oneof the main goals of many surveys carriedout with past and current far-infrared/
submillimetre facilities (for example,
Spitzer, Herschel, James Clark MaxwellTelescope or the Atacama PathfinderEXplorer). However, due to their limitedsensitivity, the detection of dust emissionhas been restricted to the most extremesources at each r edshift, hinderingbroader studies of galaxy formation andevolution.Currently, the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) is the onlyfacility able to surpass these limits andselect galaxies more than ten timesfainter, which are responsible for muchof the SFR density at redshift z > 1 andthe main contributors to the extragalacticbackground light  the integrated unresolved emission from extragalacticsources. Furthermore, this faint far-infraredpopulation might be the link betweenthe far-infrared-bright galaxies extensivelystudied in the past  submillimetre galaxies or SMGs  and the less extremeSFGs selected in optical/near-infraredsurveys (and typically represented by Lyemitters or Lyman-break galaxies) forwhich far-infrared detections are foundfor only ~ 5 % of the total population(Oteo et al., 2013).ALMACAL: A wide and deep (sub-)millimetre surveyUsing ALMA calibration observations,we are carrying out a novel, wide anddeep (sub-)millimetre survey: ALMACAL(Oteo et al., 2016). Every ALMA scienceproject includes calibration observationsof very bright, compact sources to setthe flux density scale, to measure thebandpass response, and to calibratethe amplitude and phase of the visibilitiesof the science targets (Fomalont et al.,2014). Observations of such calibratorsare essential and represent a significantfraction of each observing block (OB).Each calibrator will typically be observedseveral times, often many times, on different dates, in several different ALMAbands, as part of one or several OBscorresponding to one or several ALMAscience projects. Therefore, by combining compatible data for a high numberof calibrators, it is possible to reachsensitivities and areas that allow thedetection of dusty star-forming galaxies.
There are several, key advantages of
using ALMA calibrators to search for andanalyse high-redshift DSFGs. First, thesensitivities that can be reached aftercombining compatible data for differentcalibrators allow us to detect DSFGsfainter than those detected previouslywith the ESA Herschel satellite or othersubmillimetre, ground-based single dishobservations. This opens a window tostudy dust emission in normal SFGs, withthe data coming for free. Perhaps moreimportantly, a number of calibrators willbe observed at extremely high spatialresolution, if this is amongst the requirements of the science project withinwhich they are observed. The simultaneous presence in the map of one or moreDSFGs and a bright ALMA calibratorlends itself perfectly to self-calibration (forexample, Pearson & Readhead, 1984),which permits near-perfect imaging, evenwith the longest available interferometricbaselines and highest frequencies. Thisadvantage enables us to analyse themorphological properties in exquisitedetail for any DSFG that is fortuitouslylocated in a calibrator field.The fact that each calibrator is oftenobserved in several different ALMA frequency bands allows us to ensure thatthe faint detections are genuine with highconfidence. Furthermore, such multiband data allows the study of the spectral indices of DSFGs at matched spatialresolution, and determination of theirredshifts via detections of (sub-)millimetrespectral lines (for example, Weiss et al.,2009). Furthermore, the number countsobtained for the selected galaxies, andthe properties derived for those galaxies,come from sparse sampling of the astronomical sky and are thus relatively freeof cosmic variance. ALMACAL is nothowever restricted to the detection ofcontinuum sources. Several additionalscience goals include: blind searches foremission-line galaxies in the ALMACALcubes to constrain the CO and [C II] luminosity functions (Decarli et al., 2014;Popping et al., 2016) and the cosmic H2mass density, to compare with models(for example, Lagos et al., 2011); studiesof the physical mechanisms involved in theemission of powerful jets from quasars;and searches for common interstellarspecies in the lines of sight towards brightquasars (for example, M uller et al., 2014).
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Figure 1. ALMA Band 6 (1.2 mm) image of the spectacular jet emanating from the calibrator J1229+0203.The multi-frequency observations provided byALMACAL enable the nature of these jets to be studied in exquisite detail.

Oteo I. et al., ALMACAL
-
J2206  0031
J2223  3137
-
Source selectionWe have extracted from the ALMAarchive all calibration data between thebeginning of ALMA Cycle 2 and April2016. No restriction on ALMA bands wasapplied, since different bands are usefulfor different science cases. First, the datafor each calibrator in each OB are calibrated, following standard procedures.Then, for each observation, the calibratoris subtracted from the data in the Fourieruv plane using a point-source model,and the visibilities and clean maps arevisually inspected, discarding all thosedatasets which show evidence of poorcalibration. Next, all data for each calibrator in each band are combined after rescaling the visibility weights. In order todetect DSFGs via their dust emission,we focus the source extraction on ALMABand 6 (B6, 1.2 mm) and Band 7 (B7,870m). Imaging in Bands 3 and 4 areused to identify jets emanating from thecalibrators, which are quasars. Somejets are very obvious once the centralbright calibrator is subtracted from themaps (one of the most spectacular casesfound so far is shown in Figure 1). However, others may appear as unresolvedblobs and are easily confused withDSFGs. Whenever possible, we computethe B3 or B4 to B6 or B7 flux densityratios for the B6-/B7-detected sources.
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Ratios higher than unity indicate jets,
while lower ratios, or a lack of detectionin B3 and/or B4, are compatible with thefar-infrared spectral energy distributionof a high-redshift DSFG. At the presentphase of the survey, where data for morethan 240 calibrators have been analysed,we have found 15 robust ALMACALDSFGs (see Figure 2 for a small selection).Their far-infrared spectral indices (B7 toB6 flux density ratios) are compatible withthem being at z ~ 23.The importance of ALMACAL DSFGsThe discovery of a population of DSFGswith flux densities 510 times fainterthan the faintest SMGs from the SCUBA2survey (Koprowski et al., 2015) allowsus to study the sub-mJy population thatmight overlap with normal SFGs, suchas Ly emitters, star-forming galaxiesselected by their BzK colours (sBzK), orLyman-break galaxies, which all lack
Figure 2. ALMA images (Band 6, 1.2 mm) of four
c alibrator fields in each of which at least one DSFGhas been detected. Jets emanating from calibrators(identified via 3 mm imaging) are represented bythe blue arrows, while DSFGs are indicated by whiteopen squares. The calibrators, which have beensubtracted in the uv plane using point-sourcemodels, are located in the centre of the images(green crosses).
dust emission detections in 95 % of
cases. Uniquely detecting dust emissionand measuring the total SFR of normalSFGs, without the uncertainties of ultraviolet-based dust correction factors, isfeasible without having to rely on analysisvia stacking (Bthermin et al., 2012).Additionally, faint ALMACAL DSFGs areamong the very few high-redshift populations, alongside bright and extremeSMGs and gravitationally amplified systems (where interpretation is complicatedby lens modelling), for which superbhigh-resolution imaging will be availablefrom self-calibration by the bright calibrator in the centre of the map. 
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Figure 3. Cumulativenumber counts ofDSFGs derived fromALMACAL at 1.2 mm,along with previousresults (Hatsukade etal. 2013; Karim et al.2013; Ono et al. 2014;Fujimoto et al. 2015;Simpson et al. 2015).Number counts derivedin previous works havebeen converted to1.2mm by using theaverage far-infraredspectral energy distribution of SMGs at z ~ 2.3(Swinbank et al., 2014).The grey curve is thefit obtained in Simpsonet al. (2015), extrapolated toward the fluxdensities covered in thepresent ALMACALphase.
The futureALMACAL is continuously in progress,adding more and more calibration dataon a daily basis. We will keep gatheringand combining observations while ALMAkeeps observing. This will likely result inthe largest ALMA (sub-)millimetre mapdown to a depth of several Jy, a uniquedataset to study the nature of the faintsubmillimetre population. Apart fromcompiling more and more calibrator data,future work includes the characterisationof the ALMACAL detected sources viamulti-wavelength observations to determine their redshift (for the sources without multiple millimetre line detections),stellar mass or obscuration. This step isneeded to explore the relation betweenALMACAL DSFGs and the normal SFGpopulation typically represented by Lyemitters, Lyman-break galaxies or sBzKgalaxies selected in ultra-violet/optical/near-infrared-based surveys.
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The (sub-)millimetre number counts
The cumulative number counts (i.e., thenumber of galaxies above a given fluxdensity) is an observable that any credible model of galaxy formation and evolution must match. Most recent modelscan reproduce the bright end of the number counts (S1.2 mm > 1 mJy), but there aredisagreements at fainter flux density levels. For example, model predictionsbased on the redshift evolution of themass function of SFGs (Bthermin et al.,2011) give a number density of sourcesabout five times lower than those basedon the spectral energy distribution ofthe galaxies (da Cunha et al., 2013) andabout 2.5 times smaller than predictionsbased on epoch-dependent luminosityfunctions (Cai et al., 2013). Therefore,firmer constraints on the faint end of the(sub-)millimetre number counts areneeded to discriminate between theplausible models. At present, ALMACALhas derived number counts down toS1.2mm ~ 0.2 mJy, resolving about 50 %of the extragalactic background light,and those counts are found to be lowerthan previously reported (Figure 3).References

One of the main differences between
ALMACAL and previous work is thesource extraction technique. Whilst inALMACAL only sources detected at>5 are included in the sample, otherworks employ significantly lower thresholds to compensate for the lower areaand/or sensitivity and boost the numberof sources. This leads to contaminationby spurious detections. Although statistical corrections are normally applied,these are not always accurate. Recently,Hatsukade et al. (2016) also obtainedslightly lower number counts, consideringonly >5 detections. One of the uniqueaspects of ALMACAL is that most of thegalaxies are observed in multiple bands,so we can be confident that all ALMACALDSFGs are real. Furthermore, and veryimportantly, since ALMA calibrators aredistributed over the whole southern andequatorial sky, the ALMACAL (sub-)millimetre number counts are relatively freefrom cosmic variance. The apparent flattening we observe in the (sub-)millimetrenumber counts towards low flux densitieshas strong implications for our understanding of the dust emission from (andattenuation in) SFGs. ALMACAL will bethe key to a fuller understanding.
Bthermin, M. et al. 2011, A&A, 529, 4
Cai, Z.-Y. et al. 2013, ApJ, 768, 21Casey, C. M. et al. 2014, PhR, 541, 45da Cunha, E. et al. 2013, ApJ, 765, 9DDecarli, R. et al. 2014, ApJ, 782, 78Fomalont, E. et al. 2014, The Messenger, 155, 19Fujimoto, S. et al. 2016, ApJS, 222, 1Hatsukade, B. et al. 2013, ApJL, 769, L27Hatsukade, B. et al. 2016, PASJ, 34Karim, A. et al. 2013, MNRAS, 432, 2Lagos, C. del P. et al. 2011, MNRAS, 418, 1649Muller, S. et al. 2014, A&A, 566, 112Ono, Y. et al. 2014, ApJ, 795, 5Oteo, I. et al. 2013, A&A, 554, 3Oteo, I. et al. 2016, ApJ, 822, 36Pearson, T. J. & Readhead, A. C. S. 1984, ARA&A,	 22, 97Popping, G. et al. 2016, arXiv:1602.02761PSimpson, J. M. et al. 2015, ApJ, 807, 128Smail, I., Ivison, R. & Blain, A. W. 1997, ApJ, 490, L5Swinbank, A. M. et al. 2014, MNRAS, 438, 1267Weiss, A. et al. 2009, ApJ, 705, 45
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Installation of the star-roof for the ESO Supernova
Planetarium & Visitor Centre on 12 April 2016.The roof consists of glass panels set in a metalframework with representations of some southernconstellations.Astronomical News

Light Phenomena over the ESO Observatories III:
Zodiacal Light12
Y. Beletsky/ESO
Petr Horlek 1Lars Lindberg Christensen 1David Nesvorn 2Rebecca Davies 1ESODept. of Space Studies, SouthwestResearch Institute, Boulder, USA

The zodiacal light is often seen at the
ESO observatories in the hours aftersunset and before sunrise. The originof the zodiacal light is described andrecent research briefly summarised.Some fine images of the zodiacal lightfrom Paranal and La Silla, including thefull extent of the night sky are presented.Even after the brightest part of the zodiacal light is below the horizon, faint tracesof it are still present. During the night ittakes the shape of an extremely faintwispy bridge that brightens again in theearly morning, before sunrise. Figures3and 4 show sophisticated panoramaimages of the zodiacal light from sunsetto sunrise, clearly demonstrating its fullextent across the sky.The nature of the zodiacal lightThe origin of the zodiacal light is to befound in the inner Solar System. Infraredobservations from the Infrared Astronom-

Figure 1. (Above) Column of zodiacal light (right)
photographed from the platform at Paranal Observatory. The bright source within the zodiacal lightcone is Venus.
Figure 2. (Below) The zodiacal light photographed
soon after sunset from La Silla Observatory.
ical Satellite (IRAS1; Low et al., 1984) and
Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE2;Reach et al., 1995) revealed emissionfrom small grains composed of dust andice surrounding the Sun. Most of the observed particles have sizes in the range1 to 100 m. The PoyntingRobertsoneffect (Guess, 1962) forces particles
inward through the absorption of solar
radiation and isotropic emission, reducingtheir angular momentum, while the dominant force for micrometre-sized particlesis the solar radiation pressure that accelerates them away from the Sun. Thezodiacal dust hence needs to be constantly replenished. This replenishment isY. Beletsky/ESO

On a moonless night from Paranal Observatory in the Atacama Desert in Chile, it
is possible to see several different largescale sky phenomena in addition to thefaint light from the Milky Way. Theseinclude atmospheric phenomena, suchas airglow  natural radiation arisingin the Earths atmosphere (Christensenet al., 2016)  and occasional flashescalled sprites that can appear over theAndes and are connected with electricalstorms (Horlek et al., 2016). Anotherlight phenomenon that can be seen onevery moonless night at a very dark siteis the zodiacal light (Figure 1). Most evident in the hours after dusk or beforedawn, zodiacal light appears as a faint,diffuse column of light in the sky, justabove the horizon and extending towardsthe zenith (Figure 2).
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primarily served by crumbling icy comets,
but also by colliding asteroids and possibly interstellar dust (Rowan-Robinson &May, 2013). The zodiacal light itself issunlight that is forward-scattered fromthese particles in the direction of Earth.
period comets, with orbital periods less
than 20 years, that take their namefrom the fact that their current orbits aredetermined primarily by the gravitationalinfluence of Jupiter. The Jupiter familyof comets contains 67P/ChuryumovGerasimenko, now extremely well knownas a result of the in situ research carriedout by ESAs Rosetta satellite in August2014. The Philae probe landed on thenucleus of this comet in November 2014.
Figure 3. (Upper) All-night 360-degree panorama of
the zodiacal light from Mauna Kea in April 2011,showing the structure of the zodiacal light almost inits entirety. On the left and right, the columns of lightare visible after dusk (right) and before dawn (left)respectively, brighter closer to the Sun (which isunder the left and right horizons). In the middle of theband, the Gegenschein appears at the antisolar point.Figure 4. (Lower) 270-degree panorama of thezodiacal light, photographed from La Silla in April2016, showing almost the full structure. On the right,the column of light is visible before dawn, brightercloser to the Sun (which is below the right horizon).To the left, the Gegenschein appears at the antisolarpoint. Unique hints of substructure are visible aroundthe Gegenschein. Extensive image processing wasperformed by Petr Horlek and Miloslav Druckmllerto enhance the structures.SunVenus330
The dust grains that give rise to zodiacal light are distributed in a disc in theplane of the ecliptic (Nesvorn et al.,2003). When viewed from Earth, this discappears as a band across the sky passing through the constellations of thezodiac, hence the name zodiacal light.As the scattering of sunlight is mosteffective at smaller angular distancesfrom the Sun, the band of light along theecliptic gets fainter and narrower furtheraway from the Sun (Figure 3). Along theecliptic, at the point in the sky oppositethe Sun (the antisolar point), coherentbackscattering from dust particles further out in the Solar System beyond theEarths orbit leads to the oval patch of
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Observations of the zodiacal light
The zodiacal light was first investigatedin the late 1600s, by the Italian astronomer Giovanni Cassini and the Swissmathematician Nicolas Fatio de Duillier.Of course, back in the 17th century therewas very little light pollution, so it wasrelatively easy to observe this phenomenon, even from cities. Observations ofzodiacal light in more recent times havemostly focused on particular structures ofthe zodiacal cloud. Interesting zodiacaldust bands were discovered by IRAS in1984 (Low et al., 1984; Dermott et al.,1984). They are produced by collisions ofasteroids in the Main Belt between Marsand Jupiter within the last few millionyears (Nesvorn et al., 2003). Hints ofthese dust bands are noticeable on thefull-night panoramic imaging of the zodiacal light taken by commercial camerasafter post-processing, including colour12090
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Recent studies show that over 85 % of
the cometary material in the zodiacalcloud comes from dust from comets inthe Jupiter family (Nesvorn et al., 2010;Schulz et al., 2015). These are short-light known as the Gegenschein (Figures3, 4 and 5). The name was givenby the German explorer Alexander vonHumboldt (17691859).
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Figure 5. Image of the Gegenschein obtained in
October 2007 above Paranal Observatory.
correction of the background (see Figures3 and4).
Subsequent observations with IRAS andmore sensitive photometric observationsfrom NASAs STEREO satellites3 haverevealed a circumsolar dust concentration in a ring along the orbit of Venus.This was expected and is caused by theinfluence of the planets gravitationalresonance on the particles (Dermott etal., 1994; Jones et al., 2013). A brightening of the zodiacal cloud by ~ 10 % nearthe apex of the Earths orbital motion hasalso been found (Dermott et al., 1994).Recent observations of nearby stars havedemonstrated that the Solar System maynot be the only one to exhibit zodiacallight. Data from the Very Large TelescopeInterferometer have revealed that otherplanetary systems are also surroundedby interplanetary dust leading to zodiacallight, but much brighter than in the SolarSystem (for example, Lebreton et al., 2013;Marion et al., 2014; Ertel et al., 2015).AcknowledgementsThe contribution of David Nesvorn was supportedby the Southwest Research Institute. We are gratefulto Prof. Miloslav Druckmller (Inst. of Mathematics,
Brno University of Technology, Czech Republic) for
significant support of the image processing of Figure 4,and to Bob Fosbury for illuminating discussions.ReferencesChristensen, L. L., Noll, S. & Horlek, P. 2016,	 The Messenger, 163, 38Dermott, S. F. et al. 1994, Nature, 369, 719Dermott, S. F. et al. 1984, Nature, 312, 505Ertel, S. et al. 2015, The Messenger, 159, 24Guess, A. W. 1962, AJ, 135, 855Horlek, P. et al. 2016, The Messenger, 163, 41Jones, M. H., Bewsher, D. & Brown, D. S. 2013,	 Science, 342, 960Lebreton, J. et al. 2013, A&A, 555, A146
Low, F. J. et al. 1984, AJ, 278, L15
Marion, L. et al. 2014, A&A, 570, A127Nesvorn, D. et al. 2003, ApJ, 591, 486Nesvorn, D. et al. 2010, ApJ, 713, 816Reach, W. T. et al. 1995, Nature, 374, 521Rowan-Robinson, M. & May, B. 2013, MNRAS,	 429, 2894Schulz, R. et al. 2015, Nature, 515, 216Links1IRAS: http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/Missions/iras.htmlC OBE satellite: http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/cobe/3N ASA STEREO satellites: http://stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov/mission/mission.shtml2

The First NEON School in La Silla
Michel Dennefeld 1Claudio Melo 2Fernando Selman 21

Institut dAstrophysique de Paris,
CNRS, and Universit P. et M. Curie,Paris, France2ESO
The NEON Observing Schools have long
provided PhD students with practicalexperience in the preparation, e xecutionand reduction of astronomical observations, primarily at northern observatories. The NEON School was held in Chilefor the first time, with observationsbeing conducted at LaSilla. The schoolwas attended by 20students, all fromSouth America, and observations were
performed with two telescopes, including the New Technology Telescope.
A brief description of the school is presented and the observing projects andtheir results are described.After many years of discussions andpreparations, the NEON ObservingSchool could finally take place at La Silla
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for the first time, from 22 February to
4March 2016, with joint sponsorshipfrom ESO and OPTICON1 and strongsupport from the ESO Director General,the Director for Science and the Headsof the Office for Science.As is well known by now, the NEONSchools are intended to provide PhD students with practical training on how toprepare and execute an observing programme. The schools have taken placein several active observatories, comprising the Network of European Observatories in the North (NEON; includingAsiago, Calar Alto, Haute-Provence andLaPalma), with which ESO is also associated. Devoting a small fraction of the timeat 4- and 2-metre-class telescopes totraining purposes can thus be regardedas a useful investment for the overall efficiency of all the facilities, developing theobserving skills of the next generation ofastronomers.The format of the schools is similar:beginning with writing a proposal followedby the preparation of observations(instrument set-up, calibrations, etc.) andthe observations themselves, then completing the data reduction and finally presenting the results. Work is carried out insmall groups of four students, with eachgroup under the supervision of an experienced tutor, who also provides the science project to be executed. This kind oftraining is much needed, as instrumentsare getting more and more complex, andmany observatories (and ESO not least...)offer a large fraction of their observingtime at the large telescopes in ServiceMode, so that practical experience canbe lacking for many young astronomers.
Figure 1. Two of the
student project groupsaround the EFOSC2Nasmyth focus of theNTT during the NEONSchool at La Silla.training for future use of larger (VLT) facilities. But it is still a bit too automatic tounderstand all the details needed tooperate less advanced facilities. Thus,since according to the local Chileans,NTT also means No Tocar al Telescopio(Do not touch the telescope), we alsoused the Danish 1.54-metre telescope,made available during Czech timethanks to Petr Pravec and with the support of Jan Janik (Mazaryk University),who came over specially to support ourrun. The various science programmesused, as far as possible, a combination ofboth telescopes and instruments.The observations were prepared inSantiago, prefaced by a set of lectureson fundamental observing techniques,instrument and detector properties anddata reduction. The full programme of theschool can be found on the dedicatedwebsite2. The tutors leading the observations in groups were all current, or former,ESO staff in Chile, and thus perfectlyaware of all the requirements and instrument performance.

The La Silla school
Group projects

So, how did it work in La Silla? Thanks
to a generous allocation from the Directors Discretionnary Time, the New Technology Telescope (NTT) was made available for three nights for the school, closeto full Moon. As the operations there arequite similar to the Very large Telescope(VLT), with an operator for the telescope,the same set of observing preparationtools and operations principles (observing blocks to prepare, pipelines forreduction, etc.), this provided an excellent
The group led by Amelia Bayo (University
of Valparaiso) and Koraljka Muzic (ESO,and University of Diego Portales) studiedthe widest binary stars in young stellargroups from the Search for AssociationsContaining Young stars (SACY) sample,to find out whether or not they belongedto the same group. The H and LiI6708lines were used as age indicators andobserved with the ESO Faint ObjectSpectrograph and Camera (EFOSC),and the K I + Na I lines were observed48
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with Son of ISAAC (SOFI). This approach
allowed four out of the eight stars observed to be confirmed as young stars ofthe same age.The group led by Fernando Selman andEvelyn Johnston (ESO) tried to disentangle the counter-rotating discs in the lenticular galaxy IC 719. Long-slit spectroscopy with EFOSC for velocities, and B,V, R, H photometry with the Danish1.54-metre (the H filter had inexplicablydisappeared...) revealed the differentstructures, and that more than one stellarcomponent (identified through Lick indices) was present from the radial velocities. Evidence was also found for a youngstellar population. This is clearly a casewhere a full 3D map with the Multi-UnitSpectroscopic Explorer (MUSE) wouldreveal the full power of this technique.The group led by Giacomo Beccari (ESO)tried to find protoplanetary discs aroundyoung stars, from ultra-violet, H or infrared excesses. Multi-band photometryof candidate regions in Carina was doneat the Danish 1.54-metre telescope. AsH imaging was not possible, Brackett imaging was done instead with SOFI atthe NTT. Finally, six new disc candidateswere identified, whose confirmation ispending with spectroscopy.Linda Schmidtobreick (ESO) observed acandidate cataclysmic variable detectedin the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)with her group, in order to measure/confirm its orbital period both by photometry,and by radial velocity measurements.Long series of imaging (with the Danish1.54-metre telescope) and spectroscopy(with EFOSC at the NTT) data were thus
and La Silla, including nice lunches in the
ESO gardens in Vitacura.Prospects
Figure 2. All NEON School students and tutors pose
in the dome of the ESO 3.6-metre telescope for agroup portrait.
obtained, the expected periods being
about 80 minutes. The students, afterbeing confronted by all sorts of driftingand aliasing problems, could finally showthat the real period was in fact closer to34 hours for one target, and 67 hoursfor the other, but longer series of dataare still needed to confirm these values.Another, unknown, variable star was alsofound in one of the fields, the nature ofwhich remains to be clarified.Finally, Bruno Dias (ESO) conducted anambitious, and difficult (at least for beginners) multi-object spectroscopy programme at the NTT with his group, todetermine the nature of the globular cluster NGC 3201: whether it is a memberof the Milky Way or an absorbed dwarfgalaxy. This first required pre-imaging,then preparation of the masks, and finallyobserving during the last night of the run.After all the hard work, those studentspresented superb results, showing atrend of Fe abundance versus heliocentric velocity (demonstrating that theselected stars did indeed belong to thecluster). The CH versus CN indicesshowed that two different abundancegroups were present, but both belongingto the Milky Way.In addition to their main tasks, two ofthe groups were triggered to observe aTarget of Opportunity (a situation thatmany observers have to face nowadays),led by Michel Dennefeld (IAP, Paris). Thetargets were provided by the EuropeanSpace Agencys Gaia satellite, which hasvery recently started to provide dozens ofalerts per day. One of them, Gaia16agf,
proved to be a young Type Ia supernova,
caught about one week before maximum,while the other, Gaia16afz, was classifiedas a dwarf nova in eruption. Both resultswere immediately published as Astronomers Telegrams, Nos. 8754 and 8766,respectively. Many of the other resultsfrom the student groups will also lead topublications, but over a slightly longertimescale.Back to SantiagoThe last days in Santiago were mainlydevoted to data reduction, before the scientific results were presented on the lastday of the school. In addition, lectureson other topics of great interest for thefuture were presented: on the AtacamaLarge Millimeter/submilllimeter Array(ALMA), on adaptive optics, the EuropeanExtremely Large Telescope, etc. Therewere also lively discussions about careerprospects, how to make a good presentation or how to write a good telescopeobserving proposal.Overall, the 20 students, all from SouthAmerica, selected from over 140 applicants in total, were very enthusiastic,worked hard during the two weeks, bothin Santiago and on the mountain, andpresented excellent results at the end.The groups of four were very dynamic,covering a wide range of levels (from firstyear PhD to postdoc) and origins,although the majority came from thosecountries with a larger astronomicalpopulation, namely Argentina, Brazil andChile, and with a good gender balance.The ambiance was very friendly, as itshould be for a summer school, favouredby nice weather and excellent environment at the ESO premises in Santiago
One may wonder about the motivation to
organise such a school at La Silla, as itis not especially intended for Europeanstudents, who have ample opportunitiesto attend the regular NEON Schools inEurope, except for those students doingtheir PhDs in Chile. In fact, there is a highdemand, as shown by the huge numberof applications, and it is in ESOs interests(and the European community at large) toensure the most efficient use of its facilities, which are open to everybody, sincethe allocation of observing time is basedon scientific merit only. In addition, theoperation of all the facilities in Chilerequires a large number of dedicated andskilled astronomers and engineers, whohave to be trained somewhere. In thissense, such a school also reinforces theEuropean links with the local communities and emphasises the various jobopportunities for the future. The successof the present event is already generatingsuggestions for future similar schools, apoint well taken at ESO, and enthusiastically supported by the ESO tutors. It is arevival of past successes as the firstobserving school was organised jointly byESO and Centre national de la recherchescientifique (CNRS) at the Haute-ProvenceObservatory in 1988 (Chalabaev &DOdorico, 1988).AcknowledgementsThis NEON School would not have been so successful without the efficient support of many people:Paulina Jiron and Mara Eugenia Gmez (Office forScience in Vitacura); Ivo Saviane, Javier Duk andthe whole La Silla Logistics Team; Esteban Osorioand the IT team in Santiago, and many others, all ofwhom we warmly thank.ReferencesChalabaev, A. & DOdorico, S. 1988, The Messenger,	 53, 11Links12OPTICON: http://www.astro-opticon.orgSchool website: http://www.eso.org/sci/meetings/2016/lasilla_school2016.html
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ESO Data Simulation Workshop
held at ESO Headquarters, Garching, Germany, 1415 April 2016
Kieran Leschinski/Univ. Vienna
Pascal Ballester 1ESO

The role of simulated data is increasing
rapidly across all phases of instrumentation projects, from design to scientificexploitation. The many commonalitiesamong ESO instruments, their reductionsoftware and archival products, makesit especially worthwhile to exchangeknowledge between their instrumentteams. The data simulation workshopwas the first of its kind to bring togetherthe ESO instrument simulator community and a brief overview of the workshop is presented. The participantsexpressed strong interest in continuingto exchange knowledge in this area.Workshop themesEnd-to-end detector array simulationsof observation and calibration data areapplied in many phases of instrumentprojects, from the assessment of instrument performance, optimisation of instrument design, validation of science cases,preparation of the exposure-time calculators and observing tools to evaluationand testing of data reduction algorithms,optimisation of observing and calibrationstrategies, as well as for the design ofphysical-model driven calibrations.The purpose of the data simulation workshop was to provide a forum for specialists from the instrument consortia andfrom ESO engineering departments, toexchange information, methods, andexperience about their respective simulation approaches and results. Around50participants from about ten differentinstitutes and ESO attended, and a videoconference connection allowed participants at four other institutes, in Marseilles,Oxford, Groningen and Innsbruck, tocontribute to the workshop The workshop was structured over two half days,with 11 talks and two lively discussionsessions. On Thursday evening, dinnerat an Indian restaurant in Garching provided a relaxed setting for continuingdiscussions.50
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The first half-day included talks by the
instrument consortia, presenting theintended usage, status and currentresults of their simulation projects. Theprojects represented included the European Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT)instruments HARMONI (first light integralfield spectrograph), MICADO (first lightadaptive optics imager) and METIS (firstlight mid-infrared imager and spectrograph), as well as the spectroscopy survey facilities 4MOST (4-metre MultiObject Spectroscopic Telescope) andMOONS (Multi-Object Optical and Nearinfrared Spectrograph). While someprojects are already completed, like theVirtual MOONS simulation (Li Causi etal., 2014), a number of first results wereshown for the MICADO (Leschinski et al.,2016) and METIS (Schmalz et al., 2012)instruments; see Figures 1 and 2 respectively. Many teams are building upon theexperience acquired in previous simulationprojects: for instance the Multi-Unit Spectroscopic Explorer (MUSE) instrumentnumerical model (Jarno, 2012) is beingused in the development of HARMONI.Time was also reserved for discussionsessions. During the first day, the topicsof discussion covered configuration control of the projects, sharing of commonmodels and data, and the validation ofmodels. The first topic of discussion was
Figure 1. A simulated MICADO observation of a
~2000 MA open cluster in the Large MagellanicCloud produced with SimCADO. The left imageshows the raw readout from the central H4RG infrared detector chip in the MICADO detector array.The SimCADO package simulates all aspects of theoptical train including the atmosphere, telescopeoptics, various adaptive optics correction modesand the MICADO optical design as well as the detector characteristics.
the integration of simulations within and
between the projects, in terms of changeand configuration control. Shared repositories of simulation results for the common parts, such as telescope wavefronterrors or adaptive optics simulations,were also discussed. Since all the simulation projects presented make use of skyradiance and transmission data from theAustrian in-kind sky radiance model (Nollet al., 2012), a programmatic interface tothe model, as a complement to the webapplication1 Skycalc, was addressed. Thevalidation of the simulations was also atopic of interest. Different approaches likecross-instrument modelling were proposed. The respective advantages offaster, but simpler simulations versusadvanced models based on Fourieroptics were also discussed.During the second day, presentationswere provided by ESO engineers onaspects of E-ELT modelling, includingtelescope wavefront errors, telescopevibrations, and adaptive optics modelling
Jeff Meisner/Leiden Observatory

Figure 2. Using a model of a star surrounded by
cooler circumstellar material, the METIS simulatorpredicts detector images using four different camerafilters (from left to right) L:-band (3.8 m), M-band(5m), N-band (10.7 m), and Q-band (17.7 m). Atshorter wavelengths the hotter star dominates; atlonger wavelengths the nebulous component isbrighter and the instrument sensitivity decreases.
and point spread function simulation.
The main philosophy for modelling andsimulation of the E-ELT was discussedand presented. The project d eliberatelyavoids complex end-to-end modelling.Instead, aspects of the temporal andFigure 3. Sensitivity response of the amplitude of thewavefront error (WFE) with the vibration frequencyfrom the telescope pier.
spatial frequencies for the dynamics
and control loops and the perturbationsacting on the telescope are explored.The analysis and simulation environmentsare split into three different simulationtoolkits: 1) active optics and phasingtoolkit; 2) telescope dynamical and control toolkit; 3) adaptive optics toolkit(Octopus). This approach provides moreflexibility to adjust the models to dedicated purposes and also reduces thecomputational effort. A model-basedvibration sensitivity analysis and budgeting using the dynamical and controltoolkit was presented (Figure 3).A session on physical-model driven calibration presented results obtained in theBabak Sedgh/ESO
6@UDEQNMSDQQNQ@ETMBSHNMNEEQDPTDMBX@MCDWBHS@SHNM@LOKHSTCD

area of data quality control and science
reduction for the CRyogenic Infra-RedEchelle Spectrometer (CRIRES), theUltra-violet Visible Echelle Spectrograph(UVES) and the X-shooter instruments(Bristow, 2010). The Austrian in-kind skyradiance model, used by all ongoinginstrument simulation projects, was alsopresented, and a specific discussion onmodelling of infrared detectors concludedthe workshop.The slides of all talks are provided onthe workshop web page2. The workshop was a very fertile platform for theexchange of practical and theoreticalinformation among the participants. Theparticipants expressed their interest ina continuation of this type of meeting andfurther sharing of paper references,methods and tools useful for data simulations.Acknowledgements
LOKHSTCDMLML


Special thanks go to Martine Peltzer for help with
organising the meeting and to the ESO IT team fortheir efficient support.References
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Retirement of Lothar Noethe
Jason Spyromilio 1Ronald Holzlhner 11
ESO

Lothar Noethe retired in April after 33
years at ESO. An appreciation of hiscontributions is presented, in particularhis pioneering work in active optics andhis role in the commissioning of theNTT and VLT.Lothar Noethe joined ESO in January1983 to work in the Telescope Group ledby Ray Wilson. Lothar had studied physics at Bochum University and theoreticalphysics at Liverpool University andworked for Siemens. In this period Raywas developing active optics and a thin(19 mm) 1-metre test mirror with 78 actuators was the experimental testbed(Noethe et al., 1986; Madsen, 2012, p. 121).Active opticsControlling the shape of telescope mirrors and their relative position has been achallenge for telescope builders since theearliest times. Passive control (for example, by mechanical astatic supports andSerrurier trusses), as well as semi-activeoperations (for example, by pneumatic orvacuum mirror supports) had been in useat telescopes for many years before theadvent of what we now call active optics.The breakthrough for active optics wasto build a system that would operate inclosed loop on short enough timescalesthat the engineering of the telescopecould be simplified, making for cheaperand better telescopes. Active optics, incontrast to adaptive optics, corrects thefine alignment and optical figure of a telescope under temperature and gravityvector variations, typically on a timescaleof minutes (Noethe, 2002). The enablingtechnology was the digital detectors thatcould be used to sense the wavefront;the enabling thinking was the partnershipbetween Ray Wilson and Lothar Noethe.In todays environment it is difficult tocontemplate an era when digital imagingwas at the cutting edge of telescopetechnology. A charge-coupled device52
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(CCD) was first deployed at La Silla on
the Danish 1.54-metre telescope in 1982.The CCDs were tiny, had poor quantumefficiency and high readout noise. Computing resources were limited and efficiency in the algorithms was paramount.The New Technology Telescope (NTT)project was audaciously launched atapproximately the same time. It is worthnoting that as late as the early 1990sthere were highly respectable voices inthe field who held that the thin meniscusmirror would never be able to deliverimages of the same quality as stiffer mirrors. Lothars keen mathematical mindexcelled in this environment and he solvedthe problem of quickly processing thedata from the wavefront sensors into mirror positioning and shaping commands.While optical engineers had long workedin Zernike space when dealing with aberrations, Lothar revolutionised the field byshifting the control of the optics to naturalmodes. These, in effect, are the mechanical modes in which the mirror bendsmost naturally, whose deformations aresignificantly simpler to realise and requireless force and therefore are easier tocontrol. As Ray commented, this is oneof the great contributions of LotharNoethe (Wilson, 2003). The shift in thinking that this brought about is profound,not only in the control of the optics andthe cost of the mirror cell and actuatorsthrough the use of lightweight substrates,but also, very critically, in the polishingrequirements for the mirrors.NTT to VLTLothar was a key player in the commissioning of the NTT, and later for the VeryLarge Telescope (VLT), and present forall first stars (the first time the telescopesees a star). Lothars work was critical inmaking it appear to the outside worldthat a smooth and elegant transition fromthe assembly of the telescopes to theirfirst lights was taking place. WithoutLothar it would have been neither smoothnor elegant, but there was also an element of luck involved. The initial successof the NTT, with the spectacular appearance of astronomical images with animage quality of 0.33 arcseconds duringthe commissioning night of 2223 March1989 (Wilson, 1989), was astounding; aSimulated
Real

Figure 1. Simulated and real letters written in the
sky, produced by creating aberrations with the VLTactive primary mirror.
value difficult to believe at the time. This
was of course more than a year beforethe launch of the Hubble Space Telescope. As observations with the Differential Image Motion Monitor (DIMM)showed, this was a night with exceptionally good seeing (Sarazin, 1989). But notmuch later, long-term atmospheric variations substantially increased the meanseeing at La Silla for a period of severalyears  the great success of the NTTfirst light would have had less impactunder less favourable seeing conditions.Lothar continued as a pioneer of activeoptics, which was also the foundationfor the primary mirror of the Very LargeTelescope (VLT). First star for Unit Telescope 1 (UT1) was achieved three weeksprior to the official first light (25 May 1998).Using just the guide probe wavefrontsensor Lothar, supported by StephaneGuisard and Roberto Abuter, was ableto work with the active optics system togive the commissioning team the confidence to communicate within ESO thatthe telescope was likely to work. Semicryptic public releases of informationadvised those in the know that all wasgoing well. Some first stars were trulyugly and Lothar would compute manuallythe commands to transform stars thatwere 30 arcseconds in size and stretchedout like strings of beads, into smallroundish images that the active opticscould deal with.New envelopes

Figure 2. Lothar Noethe pictured in one of the optics
laboratories at ESO Headquarters. The apparatusbehind Lothar is a laser tracker, capable of measuring distances on the micrometre level.
A couple of anecdotes deserve recalling.
After the first few million active opticscorrections on UT1 (a couple of monthsinto the commissioning of the telescope)the logging system that is an integral partof the VLT operational system could beused to provide beautiful statistics of thevarious aberrations. By this stage thetelescope was providing exquisite imaging down to 0.26 arcseconds in thevisible. The statistics were sent to Lotharas a recognition of his excellent work.Lothar immediately reacted, noting thatthe standard deviation of the focus termwas too high and that something was notquite right. Some probing by him in thesoftware resulted in a change in sign inthe force setting for the outer ring ofactuators for the primary mirror, and thealmost perfect image quality became thatlittle bit better.One standard test of a telescopes performance is to make it write using starlight, by moving the telescope in particular patterns on the sky while exposingthe detector. The NTT was made to writeits own name. On the VLT Lothar decidedthat he could beat this: he created a mathematical description of the aberrations,converted them to forces on the primarymirror and movements of the secondarymirror as needed so that the stars wouldhave the shapes of the letters V, L andT (see Figure 1). This was a strong demonstration that active optics had not onlyarrived, but was firmly under control.
After the commissioning of all the VLT
UTs and the beginning of discussionsabout the next step to larger telescopes,Lothar became involved with control ofsegmented mirrors. In 2002, he went tothe University of California at Irvine forsix months to work with Gary Chananand developed a long and fruitful collaboration on the challenges of active opticswith segmented telescopes. Lothar alsoobtained a Habilitation (German higherdegree) in 2001 at the Berlin TechnischeUniversitt, again on active optics. Hewas appointed head of the Optical Systems Department in 2003. When ESOembarked on the E-ELT project, Lotharwas critical in pushing for novel systemsengineering solutions (Karban et al., 2008)and for ESO to maintain its position as aninnovation centre for telescopes. Lotharalso had a clear vision for the needs ofcomplex projects to be managed throughrequirements and structured thinkingand contributed towards the adoption ofa proper systems engineering culture atESO.Most recently Lothar looked at applyingclosed-loop active optics to wide-field telescopes. The correction procedure is moredemanding in a wide-field telescopebecause of the tight alignment tolerances infast optics. The field dependence of aberrations in misaligned wide-field systemsalso places tighter constraints on varioussystem degrees of freedom than is thecase with more conventional, narrow fieldof-view telescopes, such as the VLT. Onaccount of the higher sensitivity to aberrations and the large field of view, the scienceimages can be used to derive the aberrations. This realisation laid the foundationfor a novel method of active correction.In the two wide-field telescopes operated by ESO, namely the 4-metre VisibleInfrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy(VISTA) and the 2.6-metre VLT SurveyTelescope (VST), curvature wavefrontsensors are employed for the activeoptics control, in contrast to the morecommonly used ShackHartmann (inthe case of the NTT and VLT) or pyramidwavefront sensors. In a generalisationof curvature wavefront sensing, Lotharinitiated an active optics control methodbased on an analytical model of small
point spread function aberrations across
the science image. The scheme has beenimplemented in Mathematica and successfully operated with OmegaCAM onthe VST during several technical nights in2015 (Holzlhner et al., 2014). Development is still required to simplify the processing before this can become a standard technique for improving the imagequality of the VST.Lothar has advised many projects outsideESO and has selflessly supported thework of many junior engineers to advancethe field. As Ray put it in his article(Wilson, 2003), [Lothars] application forthe ESO job was one of the greatestpieces of good fortune in our wholeactive optics development. Telescopedesign and operation, and ground-basedobservational astronomy in general, havebeen profoundly affected by Lotharswork.RetirementLothar retired at the end of April 2016 anda farewell lunch for the Optics Department was held on 29 April 2015 at ESOHeadquarters (he had asked not to havea large farewell party organised). Besidesexcelling in optical engineering, Lotharhas always been active in various sports,in particular table tennis, which he playsseveral times a week and coaches youngplayers at the local sports club. Neverceasing to be curious and eager to learn,he has now enrolled in an advanced algebra course at the Technische UniversittMnchen. We wish him a very activeretirement and look forward to more contributions in the field of telescope optics.AcknowledgementsWe gratefully thank Dietrich Baade and KatjuschaLockhart for comments.ReferencesHolzlhner, R. et al. 2014, SPIE, 9151, 2IKarban, R. et al. 2008, Proc. SPIE, 7017, #1IMadsen, C. 2012, The Jewel on the Mountaintop,	 (London: Wiley-VCH)Noethe, L. et al. 1986, SPIE, 628, 285NNoethe, L. 2002, Progress in Optics, 43, 1Sarazin, M. 1989, The Messenger, 56, 8Wilson, R. 1989, The Messenger, 56, 1Wilson, R. 2003, The Messenger, 113, 2
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Fellows at ESO
Katharina Immer
Katharina Immer

I do not exactly know when I started to
be interested in astronomy. For as longas I can remember, I have watched thenight sky and the beautiful colouredimages of astronomical objects from theHubble Space Telescope and other telescopes. When I was a teenager, I gota little reflecting telescope with which Iobserved stars and the Moon.In high school, I was particularly interested in physics and mathematics andthus it was a natural step to decide tostudy physics at the University of Bonn.Since I already knew at that time that Iwanted to be an astrophysicist at theend of my studies, I chose astronomyas my minor subject. The introduction toGalactic astronomy, as well as lecturesabout microquasars and the interstellarmedium, were particularly interesting.During my studies, I had several opportunities to visit the 100-metre radio telescope in Effelsberg. Standing in frontof this huge telescope was very impressive. Since this telescope operates inthe radio wavelength regime, it can evenobserve through heavy clouds and rain.In 2008, I started my Diploma thesis atthe Max Planck Institute for Radio Astronomy (MPIfR) in Bonn, one of the hubsof radio astronomy in Germany. I workedwith Karl Menten on Very Large Array(VLA) observations of the dust ridgeclouds in the Galactic Centre in the searchfor H II regions and thus ongoing starformation in these clouds. Since we didnot find any radio sources in the clouds,we could exclude the existence of starswith spectral types earlier than B0.5.I also worked on data from the infraredspectrograph onboard the Spitzer SpaceTelescope with Frederic Schuller. Fromthe slope of the spectra and the detectedemission lines, we sorted the observedsources into young stellar objects andlate-type evolved stars. By the end, wecould derive a star formation rate for theGalactic Centre.For my PhD, I decided to stay in KarlMentens group in Bonn. In 2010, I wentfor a year to the HarvardSmithsonianCenter for Astrophysics (CfA) in Cambridge, Massachusetts, as a predoctoral54
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fellow to work with Mark Reid on VLA
observations of DR21 and SubmillimeterArray observations of W33. In addition,I am part of the Bar and Spiral StructureLegacy Survey, led by Mark Reid, whichdetermines the trigonometric parallaxesof star-forming regions in the Milky Way.That year was one of the best of my life,learning a lot about interferometry, submillimetre and radio observations, aswell as high-mass star formation, meetingsome of my closest collaborators andfriends, as well as my boyfriend, travellingalong the East coast of the US and having a wonderful time.
receivers at both APEX and ALMA as my
duties. This is a very interesting project,giving me insights into the workings ofa new instrument and the different problems and quirks that come with it at thebeginning. The Science Verification ofthese receivers brought me into contactwith cutting-edge science in very different astronomical fields, from star formation to evolved stars to extragalactic projects, and I learnt a lot about many topicsoutside of my own field. I am now alsoinvolved in the ongoing commissioningand Science Verification for the Band9receiver at APEX.
After I moved back to Bonn, I became
one of the visiting observers for theAtacama Pathfinder Experiment (APEX)telescope in Chile. During my time at theMPIfR, I went to APEX for four runs. Here,I learned how to observe with a singledish telescope and gained insights into allkinds of science projects that were conducted with this telescope. The experience that I gained helped me to improvemy observing proposals significantly.
For my science, I am still mostly focused
on high-mass star formation, trying tounderstand the chemical evolution of themolecular clouds during the star formation process as well as the kinematics inthe clouds. While I have started severalprojects with colleagues within the starformation group, the multi-science environment at ESO also sparked new ideasand collaborations outside of my fieldof expertise, which is both challengingbut rewarding.
After finishing my PhD in 2013 and a
short-term postdoc at the MPIfR, Istarted at ESO in Chile in 2014. I decidedto come to ESO because I liked the dutyand science combination of the fellowship. Since I wanted to stay in contactwith APEX, but also get to know theAtacama Large Millimeter/submillimeterArray (ALMA), I chose the commissioningand Science Verification of the Band5
I am looking forward to continuing with
research on high-mass star formationand the work with submillimetre and radiotelescopes of this and future generationslike APEX, ALMA, the Jansky Very LargeArray (VLA), or the Square KilometerArray (SKA), during my remaining time atESO as well as in future positions duringmy career.Evelyn Johnston
Evelyn JohnstonI was always interested in science asa child, but growing up in Belfast inNorthern Ireland, with the light pollutionand regular wet and cloudy weather,meant that I was lucky to see any starsat night. But when we went on holidayand found clear, dark skies, I would oftenbe amazed at the number of stars thatwould appear. I loved trying to identifynew constellations, looking at the planetsthrough binoculars, and wondering whatelse was out there that I couldnt see.As early as nursery school, my favouritesong was Twinkle twinkle little star,although it was only later, when a teachertold us that the Sun is a star, that I startedto really wonder about the Universe.I never really considered astronomyas a potential career until I started university, but I did know as a teenager thatI wanted to go to university and becomea scientist. At college I met very enthusiastic physics and maths teachers whopicked up on my interest and helped mewiden my knowledge beyond simplywhat I needed to know to pass my exams.Maybe it helped that, during those years,I skipped classes to watch two partialsolar eclipses with my teachers, andended up explaining what was happeningto the crowds of interested students whojoined us.I moved to Sheffield in England to do adegree in Physics and Astronomy. Duringthose years, my interest in astronomy

grew, and for my Masters year I was
lucky enough to be offered the chanceto carry out my research project whileworking as a student support astronomerat the Isaac Newton Telescope (INT) inLa Palma. This position gave me myfirst opportunity to experience life as anastronomer at an observatory, and whilethe job was hard, I thoroughly enjoyedthe experience. The INT is a rather handson telescope, where visitors have to doeverything themselves, including refillingthe cryostats, pointing the telescope,opening and closing the dome, etc. As aresult, it gave me a real feel for howastronomical observations are really carried out, the preparation that has to gointo planning the night, and a true appreciation of the work by the whole observatory team to build and maintain theprecision of such impressive machinery.My experience in La Palma convinced meto do a PhD in astronomy, so I returnedto the UK for my PhD at the Universityof Nottingham on how the star formationin spiral galaxies shuts off to transformthem into lenticulars. I quickly becameinterested in understanding the star formation histories within different components, such as bulges and discs, andthe role those structures play in the evolution of the galaxy as a whole. As partof my PhD, I developed a technique toapply bulgedisc decomposition to longslit spectra along the major axis of agalaxy in order to separate the spectraof these two components. From theirindependent spectra, I was able to study
their individual stellar populations and
star formation histories.I found that the lenticular galaxies in theVirgo and Fornax clusters experienceda final episode of star formation within thebulge region once the discs had alreadystarted fading. These young stellar populations within the bulge region suggestthat at some point during the transformation, small amounts of gas were funnelledinto the inner regions of the galaxy, wherethe gas eventually became dense enoughto trigger a final episode of star formation.I am now working to further develop myspectroscopic bulgedisc decompositiontechnique to apply it to integral field unit(IFU) datacubes to make full use of thespectral and spatial information. I hope tobe able to determine whether this finalcentral episode of star formation activityoccurs throughout the bulge or only atthe centre of the disc, and which processes are most likely to trigger it and thedependence on environment.During my PhD I only had one opportunity to go observing, since all the dataI needed had already been collected.During that time, I found that I missed theobserving side of astronomy and wantedthe opportunity to experience a newculture again. So, after my PhD, I movedto ESO in Chile, and now have dutieson Unit Telescopes 1 and 4, particularlyworking with the Multi-Unit SpectroscopicExplorer (MUSE). Carrying out observations with IFU spectrographs, such asSINFONI, KMOS and MUSE, helps mebetter understand the limitations of myown plans with such data. I am enjoyingcontributing to the running of such alarge observatory and learning moreabout the instrumentation at Paranal fromthe various specialists I work with there.I also love learning my way around thesouthern skies when I get a few free minutes to stargaze, and I hope that by theend of my fellowship, my Spanish will begood enough to talk people through theconstellations at local outreach events.Wolfgang KerzendorfI have always been fascinated withscience. As a kid in elementary schoolI was very interested in biology. Fromexperiments with growing tadpoles to
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catching various critters in the Medi
terranean Sea, I always wanted to knowhow things work and live. Astronomywas also an early passion of mine. Iremember that I was fascinated by theplanetarium at the Deutsches Museumin Munich. This must have inspired myparents to Xerox a star map (laser printers didnt exist then) to A3 format at thelocal library. I cut self-adhesive phosphorescent tape to the different sizesof stars, representing the differentmagnitudes, and this would illuminatemy bedroom at night.During high school I started to becomemore interested in physics. In particular,I remember one project where our physics teacher built air-pressure poweredrockets with plastic soda bottles andwe would try to gauge how high thingsflew. In the later years of high school, Ibecame very interested in computing andhelped to set up the computer labs. MyFacharbeit (end of high school thesis)was a Java program that would calculateand visualise the electric field of a radiating dipole (created with the help of a Professor of Physics in Wrzburg).Despite my strong interest in computing,I wanted to study physics and selecteda university in Germany that did activeresearch in astrophysics. Thus, I startedstudying physics at Heidelberg University in the autumn 2002. My first seriouscontact with astronomy came with myadvanced laboratory course in physicsthat involved obtaining photometry of aglobular cluster and subsequently fittingisochrones. My lab partner and I wereone of the few who were actually able toobtain the required photometry on a coldDecember night. After many nights configuring my computer to run Linux andinstalling IRAF (a difficult endeavour evenin 2004), we were finally able to obtainthe photometry with DAOPhot and fittedan isochrone. Despite the rather difficultand arduous nature of this lab, I wasexcited: finding out the age and distanceof a star cluster was definitely a highlightof my undergraduate studies.After two and a half years of study, Istarted to be interested in doing a semester abroad. My tutor Rainer Wehrsehad his colleague Mike Bessel visitinghim and he encouraged me to meet him.56
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Wolfgang Kerzendorf

Mike suggested contacting a young
professor named Brian Schmidt at hishome institute, Mount Stromlo Observatory. Brian was very enthusiasticabout my applying for a summer scholarship and working with him over threemonths at the end of 2005. I departedfor Australia in December 2005, notknowing that would be the start of aten-year journey outside Germany.
My main research task was to find sur
viving companion stars of these objectsin ancient supernova remnants. Overthe course of my PhD I tried and failed tolocate these companions in three different ancient remnants (SN 1006, SN 1572and SN 1604), thus contributing to animportant result  Type Ia supernovaelikely work differently than described incurrent astronomy text books.
As my first task, Brian instructed me to
work on a tool that would help theobserving astronomers at the 2.3-metretelescope in Siding Spring Observatoryselect the right instrument set-up whena new gamma-ray burst (GRB) alert triggered a Target of Opportunity observation. With my training in physics, I alsostarted attending astronomy courses forthe first time and learned about the ratherstrange units that are commonplace inastrophysics.
For my second project, I tried to auto
matically fit the spectrum of Type Iasupernovae with a sophisticated radiativetransfer code. This technique wouldallow us to reconstruct the structure of asupernova by analysing subsequentspectra. This meant optimising a functionin a high-dimensional and complexsearch space. After some initial failuresusing the techniques I was taught in myphysics classes, I started working witha friend of mine in computational neurobiology who taught me several natureinspired optimisation algorithms that areideally suited for such problems, butrarely used in astrophysics. This collaboration introduced me to the power ofinterdisciplinary work, that to this day isone the core themes of my research.
After three months, I was still excited
about working in astronomy and decidedto extend my stay for a further threemonths. During this time, the then PhDstudent Anna Frebel told me about anopportunity to switch from a Masters inphysics to a PhD in astrophysics at MtStromlo Observatory. With the help ofBrian, Rainer Wehrse and Penny Sackett(then director of Mt Stromlo Observatory),I applied for a PhD at the AustralianNational University (the parent universityof Mt Stromlo). I started this PhD inFebruary 2007 with Brian as my primarysupervisor on Type Ia supernovae.
After finishing my PhD in the middle of
2011, I started as a postdoc working withMarten van Kerkwijk at the University ofToronto. Marten was not simply a boss,but a mentor who guided my independent research. During this time, I startedworking on my own radiative transfercode for Type Ia supernovae (having usedAstronomical News

someone elses during my PhD). This
was the start of the TARDIS collaboration1 that I am now leading. TARDIS isbuilt to be a modular code that allows usto experiment with different physicalapproximations, built on modern softwaredevelopment techniques and unitingresearchers with very different backgrounds (computer science and statistics),to work on an astrophysical problem.Part of this success was through a programme called the Google Summerof Code that allowed me to recruit smartand enthusiastic undergraduates from
several fields of study to work with us for
three months.At the beginning of 2014, I heard thegreat news that I had been selected foran ESO Fellowship. This would not onlyallow me to build on my current research,but also start close collaborations withthe supernova researchers at ESO. Istarted my fellowship at the end of 2014and was very quickly introduced to myduties: testing new algorithms to obtainbetter results in data processing andanalysis.
Now almost one and a half years into my
fellowship, I have expanded on myresearch of analysing Type Ia supernovaspectra with several results to be published soon. The ESO Fellowship is anexciting step forward for me in my careerand Im keen to see what the second halfof it will bring.Links1
 ARDIS spectrum synthesis code: http://tardis.
Treadthedocs.orgPersonnel MovementsArrivals (1 April30 June 2016)

Departures (1 April30 June 2016)
Europe
Europe

Bhardwaj, Anupam (IN) 	
StudentCheffot, Anne-Laure (FR) 	StudentPalla, Federica (IT) 	Assistant to the Data Reduction	ManagerPuglisi, Annagrazia (IT) 	Student
Grunhut, Jason Harley (CA)	
Instrument ScientistKarabal, Muhammet Emin (TR)	StudentNoethe, Lothar (DE)	Head of the Optical Engineering	DepartmentChile
Chile

Acua, Andrea (CL) 	
Bartlett, Elizabeth (UK)	Iglesias, Daniela (CL)	Prez Snchez, Andrs Felipe (CO)	Sbordone, Luca (IT)	
Executive Bilingual Secretary
FellowStudentFellowOperation Staff Astronomer
Acua, Margarita (CL)	
Administrative TechnicianGonzalez, Oscar (CL)	FellowMarsset, Michal (FR)	StudentMuzic, Koraljka (HR)	FellowRodriguez, Paula Valentina (CL)	Team Leader Public Outreach	Vitacura
Image on page 59: Artists rendering of the design of
the telescope and dome of the European ExtremelyLarge Telescope (E-ELT). The ACe Consortium,c onsisting of Astaldi, Cimolai and the nominatedsub-contractor EIE Group, signed a contract withESO for the construction of the dome and telescopestructure on 25 May 2016. See Release eso1617for more information.
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ESOEuropean Organisationfor AstronomicalResearch in theSouthern Hemisphere

ESO Fellowship Programme 2016/2017
The European Organisation for Astronomical Research in the SouthernH emisphere awards several postdoctoral fellowships each year. The goalof these fellowships is to offer outstanding early-career scientists the opportunity to further develop their independent research programmes. ESOFellows return to the scientific community with the insights and experiencegained from working at one of the worlds foremost observatories.The programme is open to applicants who will have achieved their PhD inastronomy, physics or a related discipline before 1 November 2017. Earlycareer scientists from all astrophysical fields are welcome to apply. Whilescientific excellence is the primary selection criterion for all fellowships,c andidates should also explain (in their motivation letter) how ESOs facilitiesand their work at ESO would facilitate their scientific development.

ESO is the leading intergovernmental astronomy organisation in Europe. Its
approximately 110 staff astronomers, 40 fellows and 40 PhD students conductfrontline research in fields ranging from exoplanets to cosmology, offering oneof the most vibrant and stimulating scientific settings anywhere in the world.
We offer an attractive remuneration package including a competitive salary
and allowances (tax-free), comprehensive social benefits, and we providefinancial support for relocating families.
Fellowships are available both at ESOs Headquarters in Garching near
Munich, Germany, and at ESOs astronomy centre in Santiago, Chile.ESO Headquarters is situated in one of the most active research centres inEurope, boasting one of the highest concentrations of astronomers. ESOsoffices are adjacent to the Max Planck Institutes for Astrophysics and forExtraterrestrial Physics and close to the observatory of Munichs LudwigMaximilian University. Additionally, ESO participates in the Excellence ClusterUniverse at the Garching campus, which brings together nearly 200 scientiststo explore the origin and structure of the Universe. Consequently, ESO Fellowsin Garching have many opportunities to interact and collaborate with astronomers at neighbouring institutes.In Chile, fellows have the opportunity to collaborate with the rapidly growingChilean astronomical community as well as with astronomers at other international observatories located in Chile. The ALMA building next to ESOsSantiago offices and the many astronomers and fellows working on the ALMAproject further enhance the stimulating scientific environment available toESO Chile Fellows.At both sites, ESO Fellows are expected to actively participate in ESOs scientific life, for instance, by proposing and getting involved in the organisationof scientific workshops, co-supervising PhD students, coordinating thematicresearch groups, joining scientific committees, organising seminars, etc.The fellowships in Garching start with an initial contract of one year followedby a two-year extension (three years total). In addition to developing theirindependent research programmes, ESO Garching Fellows will be expectedto engage in some functional work, for up to 25 % of their time, related to, forexample, instrumentation, the VLT/I, ALMA, APEX, E-ELT, science operationssupport either in Garching or at one of ESOs observatories in Chile, softwaredevelopment, or public outreach. This provides the fellows with the opportunity to get involved with ESO projects or operations, and to gather valuableinsights and experience not available in any other setting.The fellowships in Chile are granted for one year initially, with annual extensionsfor three additional years (four years total). During the first three years, the fellows are assigned to one of the science operations groups of Paranal, ALMA orAPEX, where they will contribute to the operations at a level of 80 nights peryear. For ALMA fellows a fraction of their duties can alternatively b e spent ondata processing, participation in the ALMA review process as technical experts, software testing and optimisation and extension of the array capabilities.During the fourth year of Chile fellowships several options are provided. Thefellow may choose to spend the fourth year either at ESOs astronomy centrein Santiago, or at ESO Headquarters in Garching or at any astronomy/astrophysics institute in an ESO Member State. There are no functional duties during the fourth year, except when the fourth year is spent at ESO Chile, wherefellows are expected to carry out functional work for up to 25 % of their time.Under certain conditions, the fellow may also be hosted by a Chilean institution where she/he will be eligible to apply for time on all telescopes in Chilethrough competition for Chilean observing time.58
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If you are interested in enhancing your early career through an ESO Fellowship, then please apply by completing the web application form available at:http://jobs.eso.orgPlease include the following documents in your application:	 a cover/motivation letter;	 a curriculum vitae with a list of publications;	 a proposed research plan (maximum of two pages);	a brief outline of your technical/observational experience (maximum of onepage);	the names and contact details of three persons familiar with your scientificwork and willing to provide a recommendation letter. Referees will be automatically invited to submit a recommendation letter. However, applicantsare strongly advised to trigger these invitations (using the web applicationform) well in advance of the application deadline.The closing date for applications is 15 October 2016. Review of the application documents, including the recommendation letters, will begin immediately. Incomplete or late applications will not be considered.Candidates will be notified of the results of the selection process betweenDecember 2016 and February 2017. Fellowships will begin in the second halfof 2017.Further informationFor more information about the fellowship programme and ESOs astronomical research activities, please see:http://www.eso.org/sci/activities/FeSt-overview/ESOfellowship.htmlDetails on the application procedure and the working conditions areexplained in the FAQs.For a list of current ESO staff and fellows, and their research interests pleasesee: http://www.eso.org/sci/activities/personnel.htmlDetails of the Terms of Service for fellows including details of remunerationare available at: http://www.eso.org/public/jobs/conditions/fellows/For any additional questions please contact:For Garching: Eric Emsellem, Tel. +49 89 3200 6914,email: eric.emsellem@eso.orgFor Chile: Claudio De Figueiredo Melo, Tel. +56 2 463 3032,email: cmelo@eso.orgAlthough recruitment preference will be given to nationals of ESO MemberStates (members are: Austria, Belgium, Brazil, the Czech Republic, Denmark,Finland, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Spain,Sweden, Switzerland and United Kingdom) no nationality is in principleexcluded.The post is equally open to suitably qualified female and male applicants.

ESO/L. Calada/ACe Consortium

ESO, the European Southern Observatory, is the foremost intergovernmental
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